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Aspects of Modality in Russian Songs 
of N orthem Lake Onega, 

North-west Russia 

The regions around Lake Onega (Figure 1) were already populated in the Mesolithic era 
and by language the Onega dwellers seem to have been Proto-Finno-Ugrians the past 
7000 years or more (Patrushev 2000,37; 53-58; Wiik 2000). Because the wind caused 
the waves of this huge lake to roar on the shore, Finnic speakers I called it Aiininen 'the 
Sounding one' and Aiinisjiirvi 'Sounding Lake'. It was about a millennium ago when 
the speakers of East-Slavic started to appear in this region. In their language Aiini-nen 
transformed to One-ikoe and the lake is known as Onega in modem Russian. The north
ern parts of the lake are called Transonegan by Russian researchers. 

This paper is a modal analysis of some Transonegan songs sung by local Russians. 
My source is the wonderful collection of melodies called Pesni zaonei 'ja v zapisjah 
1880- 1980 godov 'Transonegan Songs Written Down from 1880 to 1980' (Krasno
pol'skaja 1987), carefully edited by Tamara V. Krasnopol'skaja, a musicologist in 
Petrozavodsk. The publication contains 110 transcriptions of Russian folk song, and 
the editor has arranged the tunes in seven sections seen below. For more detailed data 
on laments, see the following study by Larisa Leisi6. 

I) Phonogrammed or tape recorded drawn-out songs 
from 1926 and 1976-1985 (L = 30): Transcriptions I. I-3~ 

II) Some variants of the former drawn-out songs 
from 1916 (originally from 1886 [L = 11]): Transcriptions II . la-28a 

III) Ritual farewell songs [of the bride] at weddings from 
1886,1916,1926, and 1976-1985 (L = 12): Transcriptions III. 31-42 

IV) Ritual wedding songs of praise from 1886, 1916, 
1926, and 1976-1985 (L = 22): Transcriptions IV. 43-64 

I Finno-Ugric is a linguistic family spoken by peoples representing quite a variety of anthropological 
features in Europe. For instance, the Saame and Finns are closely related to the prehistoric Cro-Magnon 
man while the Maris (Cheremisses) and Hungarians have relatively recent features inherited from their 
Turkic neighbours. Finnic or Baltic Finnic is used to refer to western Finno-U grians (Karelians, Vepsians, 
Estonians, Finns etc - but not the Saame) living to the east of the Baltic Sea. 
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V) Youth songs for games and evening parties from 
1916, 1926 and 1976-1985 (~= 7): 

VI) Dance songs from 1886, 1916,1926, 
and 1976-1985 (~= 10): 

VII) Wedding laments from 1886, 1975-1986 (~= 18): 

Transcriptions V. 65-71 

Transcriptions VI. 72-73 
Transcriptions VII. 1-18 

The drawn-out song (protjainye pesni, see Zemcovsky 1967; in Finnish the term means 
'verkalleen venytelty laulu') of Section I is a Russian genre of lyrical tunes having a 
free meter materialised by singers through the interplay of syllabic and melismatic 
treatment of text. Some researchers presume that the genre "evolved simultaneously 
with Russian liturgical music during the 14th to 17th centuries, when the Russian 
nation formed" (Zemtsovsky 2000, 765). Krasnopol'skaja formed Section II of this 
genre because the transcriptions were made in 1916 according to how Mr. V. Lysanov, 
a local merchant and an admirer of the local style, remembered them from the 1880s. 
The songs of Section III are wedding songs belonging to the rituals during which the 
bride bade farewell to her home village, maidenhood and freedom before leaving her 
home for the village and family of her newly wedded husband. Section N is of wed
ding songs sung when praising the groom and his family at the home of the bride. The 
melodies in Section V were courting songs of a youth sung mainly during the evening 
parties arranged in the fall time while the maidens were spinning and doing handi
craft. Section VI is of dances accompanied by singing. The final section, the wedding 
laments, are an appendix to this collection but they are referred to by the present 
author with number VII. These laments were sung only in the bride's home and vil
lage. 

Question, Aim, Method 

Any Russian listener experiences the Transonegan songs as truly Russian. However, it 
is not simple to offer explanations for what then makes these songs so Russian in the 
first place? One purpose is to make an analysis of one local tradition to offer some 
answers. However, the present analysis has only modal features as the focus interpre
tations are carried out through the Liik6 Theory (Liik6 1964; 1965), the nucleus of 
which is that the archaic melodies of the Indo-European (= IE) populations are based 
on six specific pentatonic root modalities (five being hemitonic) while the archaic 
modalities of the Finno-Ugric populations were anhemitonic pentatonic. 

The author is totally conscious of the fact that the reader will have difficulties in 
following the text. The Liik6 Theory has been tested by the author with many kinds of 
material, only some PaJt of the results having been published (see e.g. Leisi6 1999a-b; 
2000a-b). The reader must first understand that, according to the present author, the 
modal basis of tonal music emerged during the Middle Ages among the West-European 
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Russian songs of Lake Onega 

Figure 1. The location of Lake Onega in Northwest Russia and the northern part of the lake with 
some of the villages mentioned in the text. 

peasant cultures. As a result the three prime modalities in tonal tradition, the major, 
natural minor and harmonic minor, are heptatonic derivatives of three separate penta
tonic parent modes going back to the Neolithic time of Proto-Indo-European (PIE) 
populations, but, presumably, even further back to their Mesolithic ancestors. 
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The PIE Roots in gl. The pentatonic degrees in descending order 
52 ¥ 1 2 3 4 5 

PIE Root gI6-JGL: g2 f e2 d2 c2 bl GI 
PIE Root gI6-IJGL: g2 f e2 d2 c#2 bl GI 
PIE Root gI6-IIJGL: g2 f e2flat d2 c2 bl GI 
PIE Root gI6-JVGL: g2 f e2flat d2 c2 blflat GI 
PIE Root g16_ VOL: g2 f e2flat d2flat c2 blflat GI 
PIE Root g16-VJGL: g2 f e2 d2 c2 blflat G1 

Table 1. The Proto-Indo-European pentatonic Root Modalities according to Gabor Ltik6 (GL) symbol
ised by Roman figures I-VI. The Pentatonic basic tone is g' corresponding to degree number 5. Each 
root may occasionally have an auxiliary tone ¥ if) between the degrees 52 and 1. The melodic progres
sion 3-4-5 or 5-4-3 is called the Pentatonic marker because it quite openly flags the presence of an 
Indo-European style. The ¥ makes the mode hexachordic (referred to with g'6-IyGL etc.) but in spite of 
this, the musical logic governing the movements of melody remains pentatonic. Except for the 
anhemitonic Root VJGL, all the others are hemitonic. The six are clearly different by structure and 
emotion from the anhemitonic modal system of do, re, mi, sol, la, familiar to Chinese and Turkic 
musics but also characteristic of the archaic styles of the Saame and other Finno-U grians. 

In 1964 Gabor Liik6 suggested that it was possible to discern six different root 
modalities in the most archaic song traditions of the Indo-European peoples (Table 1). 
It is most crucial to understand that in each of the six roots the Pentatonic basic tone 
corresponds to the 5th degree, or the Dominant, of tonal modes. The finale of these 
pentatonic melodies may be any of the five pentatonic degrees. It seems, however, 
that ever since the medieval records (such as the transcriptions of troubadour melo
dies) it was often the 3rd degree which was chosen as the final tone. Another feature is 
that the singers embellished the tunes with an auxiliary tone ¥ inserted between the 
pentatonic degrees 1 and 52. Because the most archaic Indo-European melodies clearly 
have a descending direction in melody line, the numerical sequence of degrees are 
also given in descending order from the highest degree 1 to the lowest 5 - which 
symbolises the pentatonic basic tone. 

Singing according to the PIE pentatonic set of rules differs from those used in tonal 
music or in anhemitonic music. These rules have not yet been codified by researchers 
because the very Uik6 Theory has only recently been "recovered". These pentatonic 
sets of rules govern the thinking of singers even though they visit the auxiliary tone ¥. 
The presence of this does not have any effect on the inner logic of melody formation. 
It is also obvious that the addition of one more auxiliary tone does not necessarily 
affect pentatonic sets of rules. This can be seen in many medieval melodies preserved 
up to the present day. This auxiliary tone is inserted between the pentatonic degrees 5 
and 4 and symbolised with the sign rI. Functionally it may break down the feeling of 
pentatonic character in the tune. In other words, it destroys the pentatonic marker (3-
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4-5) and therefore it is called the Marker Annular by the present author. It corre
sponds to the 6th degree of major and minor. But, as said, the presence of the marker 
annular does not necessarily mean that the song is based on tonal logic. The melody 
may still be strongly anchored in the pentatonic logic. However, the fact is, that the 
marker annular only seldom occurs in the Krasnopol'skaja collection. If the marker 
annular is present in a melody, it theoretically makes the mode heptatonic. In spite of 
the actual number of tones in a tune, the mode with r:z. is always marked with the 
symbol 7. For instance, the mode Gl-bl-c2-£i2-e2flat-g2-a2flat is symbolised by g7-
l//GL even though the auxiliary tone ¥ is missing between the degrees 1 (e2flat) and the 
upper octave of the basic tone 5 (g2), and the mode is hexatonic. 

The modal structures in Table 1 are treated as "roots" by the present author because 
singers have rarely used them as such but picked varying numbers (3, 4, 6, 7 etc.) of 
tone out of a certain root and constructed all kinds of modal structure. However, all 
transformations can be identified as belonging to the domain of one of these roots. 

Along with Gyorgy Kadar (1999), the present author supports Liik6's view that the 
songs of the Finno-Ugric populations were mainly based on anhemitonic structures. 
By anhemitonic is meant here the anhemitonic pentatonic modes of the type do, re, 
mi, sol and lao (If Do mode is c-d-e-g-a-c, then La mode is a-c-d-e-g-a etc.) This 
view is opposed to the hypothesis of Gyorgy Szomjas-Schiffert (1990, 202-210), 
supported by Yaxiong Du (1999, 301-317), according to which the anhemitonic 
modalities in Finno-Ugric traditions are of relatively recent Turkic influence. This 
hypothesis cannot fully explain the anhemitonic tradition in West Finland, not to speak 
of that in the Saame yoik in North Norway. However, the view of the anhemitonic 
background of Finno-Ugric singers still retains the status of a hypothesis. 

Analysis of the Transonegan Collection 

The Krasnopol'skaja edition has a varied collection of modal solutions. The singers 
naturally always had certain sets of musical rules in their minds. These rules do not 
have much to do with the tonal grammar or sets of rules. Instead, the singers had a 
surprisingly diverse supply of archaic modalities because of which the melodies elude 
efforts of analysis based on tonal interpretation. The Onegan peasants usually sang as 
one or two part choirs. Sometimes they maintained the same mode throughout the 
song. Sometimes the modal treatment led from one mode to another, or the singers 
transposed a mode by changing the position of the pentatonic basic tone. 
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A. The Indo-European layer of one-mode melodies 

The analysis is opened by identifying the melodies that are clearly of East-Slavic « 
Proto-Slavic < Indo-European) origin and that stay in one mode from beginning to 
end. The 34 melodies in Table 2 represent all the six roots. Only one melody (no. 8 in 
Table 2) is completely pentatonic (PIE JVGL). It is a drawn-out song from Sun' ga (see 
Figure 3.A). The main part of one-mode melodies are with the additional tone ¥, and 
especially the favoured root JVGL also exists with the auxiliary tone ([. or the marker 
annular. Liik6 (1964) suggested that the Proto-Slavs had reformed their pentatonic 
structures to diatonic tetra-, penta- and hexachords. The present author has discov
ered the dominance of the same structures for instance in Lithuania, and presumed 
that these processes of transformation occurred during Neolithic times among the IE 
population who shared the more or less unified Central Indo-European or Balto-Slavic 
culture (Leisi6 in print). The formation of three of them is illustrated in Figure 2.A.: 

PIE root g6_f'L: 
52 ¥ 1 2 3 4 5 

~ B-S Mode DGL 

PIE root g6-IVC'L: 
52 ¥ 1 2 3 4 5 

~ B-S Mode CCL 

PIE root g6-Vf'L: 
52 ¥ 1 2 3 4 5 

~ B-S Mode AGL 

Figure 2.A. Proto-Indo-European pentatonic roots JGL, JV3L and VjGL with gl as the pentatonic basic tone 
also referred to by number 5. The degrees are given in descending order. The roots are here in their 
hexachordic forms because of the auxiliary tone ¥ between the degrees 52 and I . The structures below the 
roots are their diatonic Balto-Slavic (B-S) derivatives avoiding the pentatonic basic tone 5 and defining 
the degree 3 (el) as their new basic tone. The symbols D, C and A correspond to the symbols that Liik6 
(1964, 249-250 et passim) had originally used for his "altslawische Modi" (Proto-Slavic Modes). 

In Table 2, items 1-5 represent the root JGL. Item 5 is its Balto-Slavic diatonic deriva
tive D. Item 6 represents the root rjGL (Figure 3.C), and item 7 is a beautiful example 
of the root l/jGL (Figure 3.D), so common in Scandinavian, Finnish and West-Karelian 
folk songs. The main part of melodies in Table 2 represent the PIE root JVGL. Items 12, 
13, 19 and 20 are its diatonic Slavo-Baltic derivatives C, and items 21-27 can be 
interpreted as the heptachordic forms of the PIE root JVGL. This interpretation rules 
out the possibility that the seven cases in question (21-27) represent the natural minor 
mode. The only one-mode melody in PIE root V'L is item 28. The rest of the melodies 
are based on the root VjGL with item 31 as its Balto-Slavic diatonic derivative A. It can 
be seen that the general division of modal roots is roughly: JVGL = 60%, VjGL = 17%, 
jGL = 14%, II = 3%, IIjGL = 3% and V'L = 3%. 
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It is not always clear when pentatonic ism ends and tonality starts. As a good exam
ple is the melody in II-9a (no. 23 in Table 2: see Figure 3.B). The melody sounds close 

to West European popular tunes from the late Middle Ages. They also were heptatonic 
but not yet readily tonal by inner logic. The melody proceeds here in a way typical of 

late pentatonic logic in spite of the prominence of additional a 2flat which is the annu

lar of the pentatonic marker. On the other hand, the descending pentatonic marker 3-
4-5 (gl-f-Dl) is also clearly expressed. Because of the inner logic of the melodic 

progression, this song is interpreted as d7-JVGL and not as natural G minor. And we 

may now understand that the melodic curve typical of Russian song, and associated 
with the "Slavic Sixth", is created here ascending from the 3rd pentatonic degree (gl) 

to the marker annular e2flat, descending then to the Basic Tone d2 and back to the 3rd 

degree again. This is, however, only one solution to materialise this very Russian 
progression and emotion. 

jff7_IVGL : I I j 2 3 

'14;5JW:h 
5 ¥ 1 ¥ 5 1 I5 12 3 3 

tAb :j jJ3 49 LJJjJ ']I I 
ot-kul'sva-ti-sca, oj, na-e-------ha---,la, oj, 

Figure 2.B. The melody of a farewell song with an imaginary drone marked beneath it. 

Item 25 (Krasnopol'skaja III-36, pages 99-100) is a beautiful farewell song. It is not 
based on B minor. Instead, the structure of melody is obviously based on the drone 
which is the pentatonic basic tone of the mode fin -NGL. The auxiliary tone ex = g 1 
appears once in each double line but this marker annular does not make the modality 
tonal. However, the feeling of the underlying fit-drone is stronger than in most of the 
melodies in this collection. The imaginary drone is added below the 2nd verse of 

stanza 1 in Figure 2.B. 

It is possible to presume that this compositional technique represents an archaic Proto

Slavic tradition still met with in the Transonegan area. This interpretation forces the 
analyst to think again about the origins of Slavic folk polyphony. It may not be an 
accident that there are melodies in East-European folk traditions from Romania to 
Russia the structures of which are easily explainable by assuming the presence of a 
drone beneath the melody. 
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Basic Initial Final Auxiliaries Numbers of 
Root tone (5) tone tone ¥ r:z the collection 

1. eb6-pL elb 1 (52)3 tPb - VI-72:IV 

2 f6-pL f 1 3 e2b - IV-44 

3. f6-pL f 3 3 e2b - IV-45 

4. f6-pL f 3,2,¥ 3 e2b - VI-73:6 

5. d6-pL d l (3)¥ 3 c2 - 1-8 

6. f6-IPL f 1 5 e l IV-63 

7. f6-IIPL f 52 3 e1b - VI-73:V 

8. PIE/vaL e 1 (1)3 5 - - 1-2 

9. c6-IvaL c1 2 2(3) b2b - 1-10 

10. d6-IvaL d l 4 4 c2 - IV-46 

11. d6-IvaL d l (1)3 3 c2 - V-70 

12. d6-IvaL> d l 3 4 c2 - IV-48 

13. d6-I\fJL> d l 4 2 c2 - IV-55 

14. e6-IvaL e 1 4 3 tP - 1II-39 

15. f6-I\fJL f (2)3 3 e2 - VI-73:5 

16. f#6-I\fJL f#1 (2)3 3 e2 - II-4a 

17. g6-IvaL g 3 3 f - V-68 

18. a6-IvaL a l (5)3 3 g2 - 1-13 

19. b6-IvaL> b I 4 3 a2 - 1II-41 

20. b6-IvaL> b 3 4 a l - V-69 

21. c7-IvaL> c1 5(¥) 3 bIb tP 1-18 

22. d7-IvaL d 1 52 52 c2 e2b V-67 

23. d7-IvaL d 1 52 3 c2 e2b II-9a 

24. j7_IvaL f 3 3 e2b g2(b) 1-23 

25. f#7-IvaL f#1 5 3 e l gl 1II-36 

26. f#7-IvaL f#1 5 e l gl 1II-37 

27. g7-I\fJL gl 3 (5)3 f a2b II-25b 

28. d6-\fJL d l 3 3 c2 - 1-7 

29. c6-VJGL c l 3 1 bIb - IV-55 

30. d6-VJGL d l (2)3 3 c2 - I-I; II-la 

31. e6-VJGL e l 3 3 d2 - 1-28 

32. f6-VJGL f 1(5) 5 e 1b IV-61 6-VPL 

33. f6-VJGL f 3 3 eb l IV-4 6- VPL 

34. j7_VJGL f 3 3 eb2 ? VI-73:1 g-

Table 2. The Transonegan melodies based on one INDo-EuROPEAN pentatonic root only, 
and arranged according to the Liik6 Theory. 
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Modal 
signum 

6_pL 

6_pL 

6_pL 

6_pL 

B-S-D 

6-IIO 

6-IIpL 

n lGL 

6-IvaL 

6-IvaL 

6-IvaL 

B-S-C 

B-S-C 
6-I\fJL 

6-IvaL 

6-IvaL 

6-I\fJL 

6-I\fJL 

B-S-C 

B-S-C 

7-I\fJL 

7-IvaL 

7-IVJL 

7-I\fJL 

7-IJ/3L 

7-IvaL 

7-IvaL 

6-\fJL 

6-VJGL 

6-VJGL 

6-VPL 

7-VPL 



Russian songs of Lake Onega 

3 1 2 3 4 3 

B ~ &D,; J 1
4*f4J 8; il@n.gJ 

Na de-vus-ku me-nja da ... 

4 2 3 4 

Sly ... oj, s/y-sy ja, VI 1'-----iu, 

1 2 1 

~T·J D toP) £3 D J) J, J]J 
de-vus-ka, do-sa!-----dus:----ku 

1 

~'8Dla i 
sa ... oj, sa-rna ja nad so-hoj. 

1 rz,. ~~-+4-+51 

F r UUW}J J I 

V ro-sCi-ce o-din da, Stal vy-spra'-------si-vat' 
3 rz5¥l23 

f~~ 3~? J r F" a oJ) Jt; J, J 
u... ah, u svo-ej mi-loj. 

c: 
5 ¥ 5 1 2 3 2 5 

J 1 

V pri-go-ro-de te-so-va -ja, lju-li, ljul-----li, 
D : 

5 

~~b~i oJ) 
1 5 ¥ 1 2 1 

jJj)j IjJ J j :p 
5 ¥ 

lj 
Na ce -ty -re ve -re----ge-sek za -hva-ti--la, da, 

¥ 2 3 4 3 3 

;1 AAl) Ijj);)) ) 'I 
ja pri -sla do-moj, na po/-ku po-lo-ii--la. 

Figure 3A. The 3rd stanza ofthe pentatonic drawn-out song in d-JVGL from Sun'ga (Krasnopol'skaja 1987, 
no. I-2; page 23; recorded in 1976). The song is closed by the pentatonic marker 3-4-5 with the pentatonic 
basic tone as the finale. - 3.B. A drawn-out song in d7-IVUL sung by V. D. Lysanov in 1916 according to what 
he remembered having heard in 1886 in his home village of Sennaja GuM. (Krasnopol'skaja 1987, no. ll-9a; 
page 83). The pentatonic marker functions as an intermediary cadenza. - 3.e The 2nd verse of a ritual song 
of praise from item 6 in Table 2 (Krasnopol'skaja 1987, IV-63,_page 120). The root isf6-ljGL. The pentatonic 
basic tone functions as the finale, and the auxiliary tone ¥ is e . The mode may be of Proto-Slavic origin.-
3.D. The second stanza of a youth song from item 7 in Table 2 (Krasnopol'skaja 1987, V-73:V, pages 139-
140). The root isf6-lIjGL with the pentatonic basic tone as the initial tone and the 3rd degree as the finale. The 
closing formula 3-4-3 is quite common to this root. 
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Another kind of a technique appears in item 26 (Krasnopol'skaja III-37, pages 100-
101). It is a two-part farewell song. The melody only looks like a B minor tune but is 
a typical Indo-European pentatonic composition. However, the arrangement of the 
two parts is interesting. In the stanzas 1 and 2 of this melody, the upper part is based 
on b-JVGL while the lower part moves strictly inj#6-JVGL: 

GL 
2 3 4 5 b-IV : 

~# GL 

• • • • • 61 • tJ 

f#-N : 5 ¥ 2 3 4 5 

The two modal layers are intertwined but clearly separate until both voices unite in 
the 3rd stanza in which the melody moves solely inj#6-JVGL having its 3rd degree b 

(= also the basic tone of b-JVGL) as the finale. This kind of technique is well suited to 
Indo-European modal systems but it seems that it was mainly typical of East-Slavic 
singers. Anyway, the principle of forming modally layered melodies differs a lot from 
the previous drone-based one but the two seem to spring from the same archaic tradi
tion of melody formation. 

The modal root VJGL is found in songs of praise for weddings. Among them item 
29, Ne jahotnik po gornice katalsja (Krasnopol'skaja IV-55 , page 117), is exceptional 
because of its structure. It is identifiable as c6- VJGL with the basic tone c2 as the 
highest one and the 1st degree at as the finale. If this interpretation is correct, the style 
of the tune turns out to be quite old. The younger a melody, the more probable it is that 
the finale will be the 3rd degree. There are elements in this melody (such as the caden
tial formula) which can be found e.g. in old Germanic and Lithuanian melodies. We 
may compare the cadences in this Transonegan song and a German legend (Habenicht 
1977, no. 28)2 obeying the same root c6- VJGL: 

5 ¥ 1 .g; '1 :1 

Ne iem-cug po blju ras-sy-pal sja 

1 ¥ 1 ' 2 5¥1 

~H j l n,LJ j l ~JoP , 
Sie Jrag-te ihr Sohn mit Trau-rig-keit: 

2 The song is a medieval Easter legend Als Jesus von seiner Mutter ging from Roman Catholic South
Gennany but also widely known in Gennan speaking diaspora traditions in East Europe. This variant was 
tape recorded in Romania. 
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It is quite possible that this iterative wedding song type goes back to Proto-Slavic rituals. 

It is not quite certain whether the modality of item 33 is j6-VPL, too, because the 4th 
degree (alflat or al) is missing (see Figure 3.C). The melody moves in a way typical of the 
root VPL, though, and therefore the rootj6-PL is not probable. The point is that the melody 

type of this ritual song circulates between degrees 3, 1 and 5 of the pentatonic root. 

As a good example of the sixth PIE root is item 32 in Table 2 (Krasnopol'skajano. I: 28, 
pages 73-75). The melody proceeds as if in e l 6_VpL but the singers avoid the 4th penta

tonic degree until the very end of each stanza which can be seen in Figure 4.A. Fortunately 

they also visit the 4th degree at the beginning of the third stanza (Vo sle-m ... ) which 
supports the absolute identification of the present modality. In other words: the singers 
themselves were totally aware of the exact position of the 4th pentatonic degree. 

A: 
e6. V1Gl. : 3 ¥ 5 

9-4ls )oPG) p , 
3 

J 
vy-so -ko Ii ta Ii - tel, da--Ie- ko. 

B: 
d6- VGl. : 3 ¥ 1 2 1 2 

f~&a; j F?~ ClIP ~ 
Vo tu - ma-- ni ki, 

13 ¥ ¥ 123 3 1 

f~&lair Elp P EirE! rztUp;r r r rl1 I 
vo .. . oj, vo pe-car------ --li, oj, tos-ki, 

¥13 5 321 

~i''l· r p ibibUj ~ aa,J T '¥ 
2 

UUiJ)1 
OJ, si -tuja, kras - na de-e ------vus:------ka, 

3 

'~&2?J 
Vo... oj, vo bo-li - soj do - sa--dy, 

2 1 ¥ 

f~!ta Qlp p ( U J 
Vo do-sa------~dy. 

Figure 4.A. The closing formula of the first stanza of a drawn-out melody as a simplified presenta
tion of Krasnopol'skaja 1987, no . 1-28 (pages 73-74). The melody is based on e I6-VJGL. The 4th 
degree (gl) does not appear except as the leading tone to the finale a l , and the basic tone occurs only 
as its upper octave e2• The style is profoundly Russian. - 4.B. The first stanza of a drawn-out melody 
as a simplified presentation of Krasnopol'skaja 1987, no. 1-7 (pages 32-35). The melody is based on 
the root g16- V'L. The basic tone g only crops up in the first stanza on the third line as g2. 
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A critical commentary 

The melodies are transcribed according to the views coined by the influential Soviet 
musicologist Evgenij Gippius who had recorded many of the original phonograms in 
1926, transcribed them and also supervised the editorial work on the rest of the melo
dies published (Krasnopol'skaja 1987, 6--9 et passim). The tunes look very complex 
and, for an outsider like the present author, it is difficult to grasp how the singers could 
produce such melodies like the drawn-out songs varying from stanza to stanza. There
fore it was more than valuable that the author had an opportunity to visit the Puskin 
House Archive in St. Petersburg and to listen to some of the original phonograms. 

THE PUBLISHED INTERPRETATION: (J = 80) 

5 ¥ 5 ¥ 

,f [r 1 

Net u de -vus·ki, net za -bo~-- IUS- ki. 

THE REVISED INTERPRETATION: 

2nd: 

! ~ ~ :. < (b~~ tp';~ < 

,i'FiiIHi P Civ ~'1lri " c Itf~"1 
U ko-go ne - tu Ii kak mi-Ia dru-

-ika. da. Ne- tu de-vu-ski, net za -bo~---tu --ski. 

4th: 

Na ser-de-cke net-, oh, za-zno>----bu -

-ski, da. U me - nja u kra- ... kra-snoj d'e-e ----vu- -ski. 

, 

"I 

"I 

Figure 5. This slow drawn-out song was sung in the highest possible register by a woman in the 
village of Botviscina in 1926. The second stanza originally transcribed by E. V. Gippius. (After 
Krasnopol 'skaja 1987, 1-13; pages 49-50.) The PIE mode is a I6-Iv<'L. Below is the same stanza 
(2nd) followed by the fourth stanza (4th) according to the interpretation of the present author. (The 
source: The Sound Archive of the Puskin House, tape 33DM 1528, no 32-0048.) 
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The present author cannot always agree with the results reached through Gippius ' 
method of transcription. There is no doubt that transcriptions may vary depending on 
the transcriber. As an example of disagreement I here submit item 1-13 which is first 
given as it is printed and then as a revised version in Figure 5. 

If interpreted according to the revised manner, it is easy to understand that the 
singer had a solid formal structure in her mind. Whichever ways she varied the melody, 
all the stanzas are logically related to the basic pattern of four melodic hemistichs 
[puolisiie in Finnish]. The melody is most probably a variant of some medieval popu
lar tune from Central Europe closely related to the 17th century Lutheran chorale 
style in Scandinavia and Finland. It seems therefore that at least some of the curious 
drawn-out melodies are less problematic by inner logic as it seems at first sight. 

As seen in stanzas 2 and 4, the end of the first melodic double line is not the end of 
the textual double line but its last syllable starts the second melody line added by an 
auxiliary word da 'yes ' - as seen in the juncture of the two verses A and B of the 
second stanza inside the box nearby. 

A: B: 
Melodic verses: I I 

--- kak mila dru-- zka, da. Netu devuski---
Textual verses: 

The published transcription is written as if in d minor which explains the presence of 
b flat. The singer does not, however, visit that tone - not even in the second stanza, 
contrary to the view of Professor Gippius. The mode is not minor but a hexachord 
based on the PIE root al_NGL• Being late pentatonic by character (¥ = g2), tone b1flat 
does not suit this melody very well. If sung out, it had the function of the annular ct. of 
the pentatonic marker d2-c2_ q l (or 3-2-5) (see de-vus-ki in the upper transcription of 
Figure 5). Because of the total absence of this tone there are no accidentals in the 
interpretation of the present author in Figure 5. The singer systematically punctuated 
every second quarter-note and so she obviously materialised a meter in her mind 
which can be defined mainly as 2/4. That is why this meter is added to the new inter
pretation. 
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B: 
c7_n..GL: 3 1 ¥ 1 2 1 3 5 ¥ 2 5 cr. 5 ¥ 2 3 2 3 

~U j;gUJjlJ rl~r· p tiT r r p p a J;~ II 
so - Io-vej --- ko. oh. vot so -10 --- v'ju-sko pe-sen-ki po-ilt. 

c: 
c7-Iv"L: 5 ¥ cr. 5 ¥ 1 23 2 3 3 ¥ 2 3 4 4 

~~\ F' P r r I~Ei1J J I J 'J I r' J~ J J I J 
, 
J 

o my heart and 0>---- my heart. 

¥ 125 ¥ cr.5 ¥1232 3 

~P" nFcr l nr' F I'gn J I J , 
Figure 5.B. The melodic nucleus of the drawn-out song U moego-to bylo u milogo after Krasnopol'skaja 
1987, 1-18 (pages 57-59). The tune proceeds in a way typical of West European popular tunes in c
based root JV.iL. Characteristic of these melodies is a prominent marker annular E which is here 
inserted in the position of maximum stress in the word so-lo-v ' ius-ko 'little nightingale'. - C. An 
English melody 0 My Heart based on Proto-Germanic pentatonic tradition. It was composed by 
King Henry 8th (1491-1547). It starts from the pentatonic basic tone 5 and ends up on the 3rd degree 
of the mode c7-IVGL. The marker annular has a prominent function. (The transcription of the author 
according to MMAR, Side 1, Band 1 b.) 

It seems quite obvious that there is a possibility of identifying a layer in medieval 

style from Western Europe in the Transonegan repertoire. In Figure S.B the drawn-out 
song U moego-to bylo u milogo represents a melody typical of late medieval popular 
tunes of the time of the troubadours. The modal root is C-JVGL. From the point of view 
of music history this tune goes back to a situation when late pentatonic hexachords 
started to expand to late pentatonic heptachords. The modal structures were not re
lated to church modes. Neither were they tonal, yet. They were inbetween pentatonicism 
and tonality. That is exactly what characterises this tune as having a very strong marker 
annular ct. = cP. Because of this the symbol of this mode is c17 _NGL. An example of a 
typical English melody in the same late pentatonic mode is given in Fig. S.C. This 
tune was composed as late as the early 16th century but the style is much older. In the 
Middle Ages the marker annular (which was later to become the tonal 6th degree) 
usually had a vague character because of which it was sometimes cP (like in Fig. S.B) 
and sometimes cPf1at (like in Fig. S.C). 
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B. Indo-European layer of melodies 
with modulation and transposition 

It has been typical of Indo-European singers either to transpose a mode to another 
position during a song, or to modulate from one root to another. The Transonegan 
singers also knew both techniques. 

B.lo Cases of Modulation 

According to the prevailing interpretation in musicology, a folk melody is normally 
thought to materialise one certain mode from the beginning to end. This seems, how
ever, to be a false point of departure in the analysis of modalities. The Liik6 Theory 
forces the researcher into new kinds of interpretation to grasp what was going on in 
the minds of singers. It seems more than obvious that the modulation techniques in 
western art music are nothing but a continuation of a millennia-long practice cleverly 
used by singers who identified themselves as the bearers of Indo-European cultures. 
Gabor Liik6 encountered this techniques when studying the melodies of Northwest
Russian bylinas. In spite of that, he did not realise how customary it was for European 
folk singers to use vivid modulation. In other words, it is far from easy to get rid of the 
classical zero hypothesis according to which melodies anywhere beyond the western 
art music are naturally based on one mode only. 

bflat-IG!.: 52 4 5 * ~~ p r t p i ~ r' 
52 1 ¥ 

Iff r-~}r 1 r 
5 -+ 4 OF g_IVG!.: 

Na vr-cu, na ho-l'i. fa - sni oh-nik ho--ri, 

g_IVG!.: 3 2 1 52 ¥-+5 OFf-VIG!.: ¥ 1 3 4 3 -+ 5 OF bflat-lG!. 

*~~ E r r ; r P I E!~ r 1 &J r 
O-k~lo oh-ni-ka Dva-nac c/ap-cou sto--ji. 

Figure 6. A perfectly constructed chain of modulations from Slovakia according to an archaic Indo
European descending pentatonic tradition (Liik6 1964, mode type xxvn -1). The song starts in root 
JGl in bflat. The line ends at its pentatonic basic tone bflat which also is the 4th degree of the root g_ 
H Ail. The second line starts as an ascending progression till it reaches the basic tone g2 = 5 2. The 
textual hemistich ends at the auxiliary tone!, which is also the basic tone 5 of the third root, g- VJGl. 
The song is closed with the 3rd degree bflat ofthis root which is also the basic tone of the initial root 
(and the beginning of the next stanza). The song is a nicely put circle with each of the three sections 
having a specific mood of its own. 
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As an example is the Slovakian highway robbers' song in Figure 6. According to 
professor Llik6, the mode is the root N in g with! and a1flat as the auxiliary tones, 
and with bflat as the initial and final tone (Llik6 1964, 272-276 and "Typus" XVII: 1). 
More obviously, however, the tune is composed of the chain of three modes in a 
sequence of Y2bflat-JGL => g_JVGL => j_VJGL =>Y2bflat-JGL etc. The melody has too 
many regularities to be but accidentals. E.g. the 4th degree functions as a leading tone 
to the Pentatonic basic tone (4=>5) or to the 3rd degree. In European traditions the 
modulations often occur by choosing a new finale upon a fourth or a fifth from the 
previous one. Accidental or not, in this case the Pentatonic basic tones correspond to 
the degrees bflat-Do, j-Soi and g-La of hemitonic systems. 

Songs can be found with at least one modulation in the Transonegan tradition. 
These kinds of song usually belong to archaic contexts of culture, but not necessarily. 
As an example of quite recent repertoire are the quadrille dance songs. One of them, 
Vejka, vejka, veterocek (Figure 7), modulates fromj-JGL to C6-JVGL in quite a fascinat
ing way which is certainly not tonal. 

JIGL. 5 4 3 2 1 

*~Ulljp P p, I~ ~ 
3 2 3=¥in c6-IvGL: 

K Vej-ka, vej-ka ve-te-ro-eek. na nas te-re-mo>---- -<cek, 

c6-IvGL ¥ 3 2 2 3 = 5 injIGL 

*f~i j j J j J J J j I j j j j J1 } 
kak na e - tot te-re-mo--cek vy-pa-la po-ro-sa. 

Figure 7. This quadrille is a nice interplay of the major resembling modej-PL and minor resembling 
mode c-JViL. The finale of the melody is the Pentatonic basic tone (5) of the beginning stanza. After 
Krasnopol'skaja 1987, VI-73:III (page 137). 

It is not always easy to judge whether there is a deliberate modulation in a melody. A 
visit to another mode also may be an accident or a mistake when singing. As an 
example is a lyrical drawn-out song U menja kak byio u miadesen 'koj byio dva gorja 
'Young as I am, I have two sorrows' (Figure 8) which was one of the most popular in 
European Russia. Modally it represents a typical Balto-Slavic type of a melody for
mation, and this Transonegan variant obeys the root g#6-JVGL through the descending 
mode g'#-f#-e1-d1#-c1#-b (corresponding to the degrees 5-¥-1-2-3-4 of root JVGL). 
The solo singer opening the performance also visited tone d1 instead of d#l at the end 
of the first line. In this context d1 has the function of the 2nd degree of root g#- VC'L. 
The singer mayor may not have made a mistake but this short visit seems to support 
the suggestion made above that the locals knew the PIE root VC'L. -To repeat, other
wise the melody is based purely on the root g#6-JVGL. 
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g#6-IpG!-: 3 1 ¥ 

~J.·2C ~J 
2 ¥ 1 2 3 4 1 g#-pGL: 2 3 4 5 

~hJ ~ 
/ 

U me-nja ka-ky by-Io u mla - le------------sen '-ko), 

Figure 8. The first verse of a drawn-out song in Krasnopol'skaja 1987, 1-15 (pages 52-53) modu
lates from g#_Iy<JL to g#- y<JL after the tone e 1 in syllable -leo. The melodic line ends at the Pentatonic 
basic tone 5 of both roots. At the end of the line the sequence 3-4-5 is the pentatonic marker in a 
reversed direction, that is, instead of tone g# the performers sing its upper octave g#l. In the 2nd 
verse they modulate right back to g#_[y<JL which is the modal root for the rest of the performance. 
The melody was tape recorded in Sun'ga in 1976. 

The wedding song IIJ-35 (Figure 9) is constructed so that the two first verses go in d6-
VJGL, the second verse modulates to e6-JVGL which transposes a fifth downwards to 
a6-IVC'L and finally modulates back to the initial d6- VJGL. To help the reader, each of 
the three modes in Figure 9 are first presented as scales. The actual tones in function 
are inside the boxes: 

It is not necessary to assume any modulation to e6-JVGL. It may be enough to say that 
the singers modulated directly from d- VJGL to a6-JVGL which means that the melody is 
a continuous interplay of d- VJGL and a-JVGL. In spite of this, the example in Figure 9 
is offered with the modulation to e6-IVC'L as well. On the second line the modulation 
occurs twice so that the 3rd degree of the presiding mode changes to the 5th degree (= 
basic tone) of the beginning mode. 

d6_VIGL: 3 

rlf~ ~~~ 
5 ¥ 1 

ElfJ F 
Ty re-ka Ii mo --

a6-IV : 
e-IVGL: 4 5 1 2 3=5 ¥ 2 

f3?Q,~ ~ J a J 

2 
l. 

Jl 

ja 

2 

J 

3 5 

!LzF 
re 

d6-J: 
3=5 2 

i J 4 
' ;:;::;( 

2 5 ¥ 1 2 

J. 
P [] E1 

cen'-- ka, da, 

¥ 2 i r2 Lt 
ty re- ka Ii--svet-la--by stra fa. 

I 

Figure 9. The modulations in a wedding song after Krasnopol'skaja 1987, ID-35 (page 98). The first change 
of "key" occurs at the end of the upper line (da,) where the degrees 1 and 2 of the active mode VJGL are also 
degrees 2 and 3 of the following e-based mode [y<JL. Other points of modulation are by the corresponding 
transformations of degree function "3 = 5", that is, during the syllables -k£! and -by- on line 2. 
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The drawn-out melody no. 1-9 (Figure 10.A) is complex in structure. The main mode 
is clearly the hexachordic d16- y>GL: 

2- 3-4-5 

However, the singers did not start the melody (Pripozydaf) in that mode but in a 
major-like full pentatonic e1flat-JGL, that is, a mode having its basic tone a half step 
higher: 

1- 2- 3- 4- 5 

This kind of solution is quite rare because of the relation of a half second between the 
two basic tones. The author has no other option but to state that this is the structure 
however strange it may look. On the other hand, the melody moves logically accord
ing to this interpretation. The final cadence (dvo ... , dvoe, ne odin) is frequently met 
with in Germanic folk songs in this very same root. Perhaps some elements common 
in Middle Europe are not of late German influence in Transonegan culture. More 
probable is that some stylistic elements in this song go back to an ancient tradition 
already known by Proto-Slavic singers. This is purely a guess. This possibility must 
however be taken seriously and borne in mind. It will require more evidence to con
firm it. 

Item 111-31 is a ritual farewell song from weddings (Figure 1O.B). It resembles the 
items 111-32, 33 and 34 sharing the same ritual function but these three are clearly 
dominated by Sol pentatonic modality (see Figure 19.C). The version in Fig.lO.B 
radically differs from these three because of its modal composition. Simple as it looks, 
it is based on the chain of three modulations. The basic tones of the three successive 
PIE modalities follow the descending order of natural tones nos. 5, 4 and 3 (or the 
major triad). How to explain this? The author has no answer but this melody seems to 
represent a very archaic Indo-European modal thinking characterised by modulation. 
In this case the chain of pentatonic basic tones is flfl-d1-a and the modal roots based 
on them are f#l- y>GL, d1_JGL and a- VJGL. If this interpretation is accepted the tune ap

pears logical to the very end and is easy to learn. If we try to offer any other explana
tion to the logic in the melody formation, the underlying musical grammar is quite 
difficult to grasp. 
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2 3 .. PS,J1 1 J r 
1 2 3 4 
3 

!li) : 
Pri-po-zy-dal-----, Ii, spo-zdal oj---, v ro-sei--ce rno-

-10------ deik, aj, rno -Io-dei-ky, 

pa-ren '-to s de------ vu---- skoj, dvo ... dvo--- e, ne o-din. 

B: 
f'#6- VGL: 1 2 3 

<yS;~ P ~ r' 
2 

J 
Kak pri sbo-re by-- 10 ve----ee - re, 

d 16_IGL : 1 5 ¥ 1 2 4 1 1 2 3 r Q- VIGL: 1 2 3 

~~S;5 r U ~ par; 0" J J J J 
pri to-i pozd-noj ve- ~e- ri------ no~-ki. 

Figure 1O.A The first stanza of a drawn-out song Pripozdalli, spozdal v rotcice molodcik 'Was the 
young lad late in the forest?' after Krasnopol'skaja 1987, I-9 (pages 38-40). The main mode is d6- VJL 
but it also modulates to eflat-pL. - 10.B. A bride's farewell song after Krasnopol'skaja 1987, 1II-3J 
(page 93). The melody starts inj#-based root VJL ending on its 3rd degree. Then the singers modulated 
to the d-based root PL. This section ends in the last bar through the cadence of 1-2-3 after which the 
melody modulates one more time to the root a-VPL. The melody ends again via the cadence of 1-2-3 
and the finale is the same as the first degree of root VJL which restarts the song as its upper octave. The 
melody is cleverly constructed. Did the singers really modulate from d_pL to a-VPL? What if they 
simply transposed d_pL to a_pL? The question is not material, actually, but because the tone c has a 
function in the previous sections of the song, it is safe enough to presume that a- VPL was actually in 
the minds of the singers when modulating to a-based mode. Tone c is the 4th degree of a- VPL. 

The drawn-out melodies sometimes vary a great deal. An interesting feature, also 
common to South Caucasian polyphony, is the avoidance of repetition. As a good 
example is Hot ' -to rabat/ivai! (Figure 11). Even if a choral song, the texture changes 
all the time during the five stanzas. From the modal point of view, the governing mode 
is e6-IVOL and all the stanzas are closed with a formula in e6-yGL as happens at the end 
of the second stanza: 
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e6-pGL: 3 ¥ 1 

~ 8J 
¥ 2 3 

o--cen-no vol'-ne. 

However, in the first stanza the women also modulated to the root g6-JGL which did 
not happen in later stanzas. The melodic progressions of this song are interesting 
especially in the second stanza but there is no room for details. 

g6_IVGL: 2 .5 ¥ 1 2 .5.5 .5 ¥ 2 .5 

fhuurFrr[ ~L aar Q L 
Ha-ti-ta ra-ba~-------.ty--li -vo- e, aj, 

by-la-to bez-- za-bot ----- nal------

de ... oj, v de-vus-kah ii- t'e. 

Figure 11. A slightly simplified reproduction of the first stanza of a drawn-out melody tape recorded 
in Sil'tija in 1977 (after Krasnopol'skaja 1987, I-L4, pages 50-52). The prime mode of the whoLe 
performance is g6-fVGL. In the first stanza the singers also visit the root bflat 6_jGL (lines two and 
three). The closing formula at the end of the stanza is based on the root g6- VJL. (The original tran
scription is in a minor and an octave lower.) 

One of the most complex among these songs is a drawn-out melody Cto ie, eta ty in 
Figure 12. All the stanzas are melodically and metrically different from each other but 
it seems as if the song is based on a chain of modulating roots with the structure of 
JVGL_ VJGL-JVGL_JVGL_ y-GL_ VJGL. The prime character of the melody is the interplay of 
the roots VJGL_JVGL_ y-GL_ VJGL. Cognates of the song can be found in many regions of 
European Russia. Its complexity is exceptionally high but its architecture suggests, 
firstly, an ancient origin, and secondly, a perfect competence in composing melodies 
based on the Proto-Indo-European pentatonic root system. 

The 3rd stanza in Figure 12 starts on the pentatonic basic tone 5 (e#l) and the pen
tatonic marker 5-4-3 is intoned twice. The modulation to b- VJGL occurs in tones d1 

and b which are the 4th and 5th degree of this root. On the second line the singers 
modulate to f#6-JVGL and the line is closed by the pentatonic marker 3-4-5 progress
ing in a reverse direction, that is, terminating on the upper octave (5 2 = f#') of the 
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basic tone 5. On the third line the root N is transposed fromj# a futh higher to C#I, 
and the line ends on the 3rd degree (1#1) of this mode. On the fourth line the melody is 

modulated a fourth downwards to g#6- vaL and the line is ended by tone b which is the 

4th pentatonic degree of this mode but also the basic tone of the following root b6-

VJGL. The last line of Figure 12 is beautifully ended by a cadence composed of the 
pentatonic marker 5-4-3-5. In all the stanzas the final cadence is a variant of this very 
same progression in b6-VJGL having the pentatonic basic tone 5 as the finale of the 
stanza. This complex song has its specifically ancient musical logic the memory of 
which is remote to all but a few in Europe. 

5 4 3 5 b- VI: 4 5 2 1 2 1 2 

Ty so po --- dru-ikoj svo -ej, oj, da ... 

3 2 ¥ 3 1 ¥ 3 4 5 

J , 
Ve--se-li-- tas'---to ry, oj, 

cH-IvGL: 4 1 2 3 1I,,)la, 
ry rno -i po-dru------,iki, 

knarn ve- sna, oj da, 

b_VIGL : 3 1 2 

~#lllJ 
3 5 4 3 5 

k narn ve-sna-ta sko-ra - ja pri-det. 

Figure 12. The higher part of the third stanza of a two-part drawn-out song published by 
Krasnopol'skaja (1987, 1-4, pages 26-29). The song is a long chain of modulations. See the text. 
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A Comment and a Question 

Item 1:3 was phonographed in 1926 by Evgenij Gippius and Zinaida Eval'd in the 
village of Botviscina (Figure l3). There are no accidentals in the published version of 
this drawn-out song. As it stands now, it represents a tune in the mode d'6- VjGL. 
However, the original phonogram in the Puskin House, St. Petersburg (Sound Ar
chive, tape # 330M 1528, no. 32-0049: 1), reveals that there must have been a printing 
error in the transcription. On the surface level, the melody was primarily sung in the 
descending tetrachord c2-b'flat-a'flat-G'. This might be either a derivative of the root 
d'- VOL (d2-QQY-flat-a1flat-gLf-D') or c'_l/jGL (fZ-b1flat-a1flat-gLf-d2-C'). The promi
nence of note c2, melodic progressions untypical of the root VOL, and the modulation 
to the "Oriental" mode with the wide second b'-a'flat at the end of the tune, suggest 
that the root is c'_IJjGL with the pentatonic degree 2 (g') as the final tone. In that case, 
b'flat is the auxiliary tone ¥. This might explain why this very same tone is vague in 
pitch. At the end of the song the singer transformed b'flat to b' which modulates the 
mode c'6-IJjGL to a new modality related to, for instance, Turkish Hicaz and the Ahavah
Rabba of the medieval Jews. 

The Hicaz-like mode g'-a'flat-b'-2 is far from unexceptional in European folk song3 . 

Therefore it is quite possible that the singer of Figure 13 modulated deliberately. Actu
ally, she started her song in this very mode but changed b' soon to b'flat. That she 
returned to b' natural in the fourth stanza, may suggest, however, that here we do not 
have a case of modulation but a recording of a style of singing in which the pitches are 
not always intoned quite precisely. On the other hand, the PIE root IJjGL, which trans
formed to harmonic minor during the Medieval Western Europe, is related to modes of 
the Hicaz type because the two activate the same kind of mood in the listener. 

3 There are melodies in Finland and Scandinavia having the pentatonic 2nd degree as the finale. In these 
the melody progresses in ways similar to this one. 
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25 ¥ 2 5 5 ¥2 1 

Na sja--dut vre--me-na'----- da ... Sly-... oj, 
¥ 5 1 2 2 1 

sly-su ja vi iu, de-[[-vus-
5 ¥ 2 2 

''I) 

t 1 

-ka do ca!-----dus-ku, 
5 2 ¥ 5 2 

a--hi sa ... aj, sa-rna nad sa-boj--

-< -< 

J 
-< Ii B 

I» 'tr 
---Do-sa--du nad so-boj da ... Ne... oj, 

< 

1 tIc r F lEY J 
< lie < 

I J J 
ne-ko-mu ja pro ja-

< 'CO 
I J 1 

tu do--sa!---------du 
< < -< 

lij )'1 5j l 

J'I J ~ 
y-sku sa ... aj, sa-me ne ska-iu. 

Figure 13. The drawn-out song 1-3 (Krasnopol'skaja 1987, pages 24-25) reinterpreted by the present 
author according to the original recording in 1926. The source: The Pushkin House Sound Archive, 
tape 33DM 1528, No. 32-0049: 1. Here are stanzas 3 and 4. The scale g'-a' flat -h' flat _c2 is a part of 
the root cl-IIJGL. As seen on lines Band C of the fourth stanza, the singer changes hi flat to hi 
natural. Did she modulate or did she sing imprecisely? The melody seems to be constructed of four 
melodic sections A-B-C-D. The singer punctuates tones in a way marked below them in the 4th 
stanza. This revised transcription differs in many ways from the Gippius-Krasnopol'skaja transcrip
tion which best suits to those familiar with Russian. 
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C. The Transonegan 
Collection of Laments 

In the Appendix of the Krasnopol'skaja collection there are 18 laments a short analy-

sis of which is in Table 3. Because the published transcriptions are given in various 
"keys", the information of Table 3 is synchronised in Figure 14 which shows that the 
laments are based on the PIE roots jGL (2:.=2), I/jGL (2:.=7), JVGL (2:.=7) and VjGL (2:.=2). 

THE BRIDE IS STYLISTIC 

Item LAMENTING TO: Modal structure < Modal root BACKGROUND 

VII-l her aunt and parents f-g l-alflat-b lflat-c2 < Root C6-JVGL Old Karelian 

VII-2 her friend in bajna f-g I_a I flat -blflat _c2 < Root C6-JVGL Old Karelian 

VII-4 her brother f -g I_a I flat -blflat _c2 < Root C6-JVGL Old Karelian 

VII-5 her mother gl-a l-bl-c2-cf2-e2 < gl-Do + g7_PL ?Slavo-Finnic 

VII-6 her maiden friends a-b-cl-dl-e l < a-La+ e6-l/pL Finnish-Karelian 

VU-ll her mother, aunt etc. c#l-d#l-e l [3-2-1] < Root g#_I/PL Old Karelian 

VU-12 the parents, brothers c#l-d#l-e l [3-2-1] < Root g#_IJpL Old Karelian 

VII-15 her mother b-c#l-dl-el-j#1 < Rootj#6-IJPL Dvina Karelian 

VII-7 discuss with her sister bflat-cl-dl < Rootf-pL Balto-Slavic 

VII-8 her godmother el-j#I-gl [3-2-1] < Root b_l/pL Balto-Slavic 

VII-9 farewell her parents el-j#I-gl [3-2-1] < Root b-IJpL Balto-Slavic 

VII-lO the group of suitors el-j#I-gl-al [3-2-1-¥] < Root b6-IJpL Balto-Slavic 

VII-13 welcome the relatives and 

friends to her wedding c#l-d#l-el-j#I-g#1 < Root g#6-/VJL Slavic 

VII-14 prepare herself to bajna c#l-d#l-el-j#I-g#1 < Root g#6-JVGL Slavic 
VIJ-16 the lost of her free will b-c#l-d#l-el < Rootj#6-VPL Slavic 

THE MAIDEN WHO PREPARES 

THE LAST BANJA LAMENTS TO: 

VII-17 describe her work b-c#l-d#l-el < Rootj#6-VPL Slavic 

VII-I8 describe her work f-gl-al-b1flat < Root d-JVGL Balto-Slavic 
THE MOTHER IS LAMENT-

ING TO THE BRIDE TO: 

VU-3 wake her up f-gl-a I flat-bI flat-c2 < Root c6-/VJL Old Karelian 

Table 3. The Transonegan wedding laments in Krasnopol'skaja 1984, pages 142-165 with some 
rudimentary data of context, some results from the modal analysis and an approximation concerning 
the relation of style to some ethnic styles. The dialectal word bajna refers to 'sauna' or bathroom 
generally met with in the Russian form banja. 
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IE root IIlGL IE root J0L IE root f'L IE root Vf'L Do-pentatonic La-pentatonic 

'51.· ··~"I~W!51.····"I~51····"I~&51.··· ·"1*51 .. · ·1*51&.··1 
Figure 14. The laments in Table 3 are based on these six modal roots all having g I as the basic tone. 
The open note refers to the pentatonic basic tone (also having 5 as its symbol). The diamond refers 
to the auxiliary tone ¥ which enlarges the pentatonic root (like g-IlJGL) a late pentatonic hexachord 
(like g6-IlJGL). 

The first two laments are based on verses seen in Figure IS.B. The melodic progres
sion is closely related to the ancient Baltic-Finnic and especially Karelian runo style. 
A specific trait peculiar to many of the Finno-U gric melodies in general is the fact 
that the final tone also is the lowest. The third lament belongs to the same group of 
melody but is more ambiguous because of the progression frequently met with in 
Scandinavian and Finnish pastoral tunes in the root /ljGL. Because the pentatonic 4th 
degree is missing, the identification remains as the JVGL only because of the melodic 
curve common to the three tunes preceding. 

A: 
c6-IpGL 2 

.5 ¥ 1 2 3 4 .5 
fLA 

fa ¥ do re mi 

Ilf ~ f)~. ~. .~. ~ . • • • t:;i! • ~ 
B: 

fLA: mi re do re mi do ¥ fa do fa fa 
c l_IpGt: .5 ¥ 1 ¥ .5 1 2 3 1 3 3 

~~~il~6+J ~ ~ r ~~ J~~ ~ J ~l}};J } , 
OJ, tut pri--sla ja vo tep-Io--par-nu da v e-tu ba ... 

fLA: mi re do re mi do ¥ fa do fa [a 

c l_IpGt: .5 ¥1¥.51 2313 3 

~~~ i 1 lf:6+J , ~ r l ~ l!l. l 

~~ J~ ~ J1J1i fiJ~ }J1J J , ., 
kia-fa va-lju-si-ku na ka-siv-ca -to na Of-----ko .. . 

c: 
fLA: mi re do re mi do ¥ fa do la 

c l_IpGt: .5 ¥ 1 ¥ .5 1 2 3 1 3 
fa 

3 

, 

, 

l l II;;: l 

~~~il'i0+J ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ J'~ E? J\)}iPJ1J :}"I 
OJ, slu-haj-ka, rni-fe-ni-ka, sir-dec-na ty rna-ja di ... 

Figure 15. Verses representing the basic structure of the laments VII-I, VII-2 and VII-3 in the 
Krasnopol'skaja collection. The tones are symbolised here both by the PIE numbers 1-5 and the 
anhemitonic symbols la-do-re-mi. The sign ¥ refers to the auxiliary tone in both patterns. - IS.A. The 
Proto-Slavic mode c61-JVGL and the Old-Karelian La-pentatonic modal root. - IS.B. Two verses from 
Krasnopol'skaya 1984, VII-2, page 146. - IS.C. A verse from Krasnopol'skaya 1984, VII-3, page 147. 
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A striking fact in these three melodies is the strong La-pentatonic descending deep 
structure of mi-re-do-la = c2-b1flat-a 1flat-f with f as La. This deep structure ex
plains the untypical cadence closing the double line as well as the seeming ambiguity 
of the melody. The Slavic 4th degree e1 flat does not fit the Finno-U gric La-pentatonic 
system because it is beneath the basic tone. In conclusion these three laments can be 
said to be true North-Russian art because they are a fusion of the East Slavic hemitonic 
tradition and the Balto-Finnic anhernitonic tradition. It does not really matter whether 
we identify the modal root as l/jGL or JVGL since the deep structure is anhernitonic and 
only seemingly East-Slavic by origin. 

fLA: mi re do re mi do ¥ la do la 
c '-IyGL: 5 ¥ 1 ¥ 5 1 2 3 1 3 

~ ~ ~ ~ *klz·'-:S+l ~ ~ ~ n J1~ E] Pi ii))J1 J 

la 
3 

!),,1 
3 

J 1 

Ket-tu it - ki po-i -ki-e, af - fa vuor-ten voi-vot-te --- Ii. 

Figure 16. The comparison of Figure 1S.C and an Old-Karelian melody in the same mode of c6-IVJL 
in Kalevala metre according to Leisio 1996, nuotti 9, page 179, originally sung in Central Sweden. 

We may compare Fig. lS.C with a song in Kalevala or runo metre recorded in 1926 
among Central Sweden Finns according to the archaic Baltic-Finnic (or Old Karelian) 
style. This song clearly represents, however, an ancient Indo-European style obeying 
the root c-JVGL with tone e1flat as its 4th degree. This degree belonged to the old styles 
of the Proto Slavs and Proto Germans but not to the ancient style of the Baltic Proto
Finns. Both variants are syllabic which may represent a Finnic element in the 
Transonegan lamenting. Other Finnic elements may be the absence of the 4th degree 
e1 flat and the La-pentatonic flavour of the melody. Actually the emergence of this 
kind of a Russian mode (f-gl-a1flat-b 1flat-c2) seems to have occurred through a proc
ess shown below. The basic tone of the resulting new mode is the PIE 3rd degree c2 

corresponding to the Baltic Finnic La. The main point to understand is that a pentachord 
is just a scalar abstraction. It is not a unitary mode. There may be many kinds of 
pentachords because the tones of one kind function differently from the tones of an
other. This means that we may encounter many kinds of homonymic "minor 
pentachords". In this case a Russian pentachord having a strong La-pentatonic 
anhemitonic elements in it may have emerged like this: 
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Baltic Finnic f-La: 
East-Slavic g_JVGL: 

The RUSSIAN result: 

FI - a1b-b'b-c2 

C'- eb l - f- g2_ a2b--c2 

c6-IVGL 5 ¥ 1 ¥ 5 

~b • ~ A P r p! P ;1 P ~ 
3 

!}1" I 
" 

OJ, ne u-boj-sja ty me-nja be -la-- ej li --- M .. 

g_IGL: 1 4 3 2 4 5 1 4 3 2 4 ~ 5 4 5 
DO: la rni ¥ sol rni do la rni ¥ sol rni re do nu do 

l ~ B*EJn~l!EJ~~~JI!J ~lli:1 
Na -ho-di-las 'ja, kra-sna de-vus-ka, na-gu-lja -la-sja. 

2 3 4 

Dob-ry ko -njus -ki po--u - sto-ja- lis '. 

g6-IIP: 3 2 3 ¥ I 2 3 I 2 3 3 

D'~ ~ ~ ! U n B ~ ~ ! r a tr H! f' * :1 

5 

bo-ie bla- go--slo--vi vo svja-toj cjas, v koi-no vre[mec 'ko] 

Figure 17. Transonegan laments given here with gl as the pentatonic basic tone.- A. The basic structure 
of item Vll-4 in Krasnopol'skaja 1987, page 149. -B. The structure ofVll-5 in Krasnopol'skaja 1987, 
page 150, is a fusion of two pentatonic structures. The one is g7_PL shown by the degree numbers 
above, and the other is g-Do shown by tone names do, re ... beneath the former. The symbol rz is for the 
"killer" of the pentatonic marker g-b-c. On the other hand the very same tone is the degree re of the Do
system. All in all, the tune is ambivalent and there may be a glimpse of Saame melody formation in the 
two first lines differing from each other by one tone (a l ) only. - C. The structure of item VII-7 in 
Krasnopol'skaja 1987, page 151, is typical of the archaic Balto-Slavic singing according to the trichordic 
micro-mode based on the rootg-PL, which is here given as the tail of Fig 17.c. -D. The last verse-pair 
ofitem VII-IO in Krasnopol'skaja, page 155, is a good example of an archaic Balto-Slavic micro-mode 
in g6-11PL, that is, a mode also having the auxiliary tone ¥ = f. 

Lament No. VII-4 is based on a simple double verse seen in Figure 17.A. Even though 
the La-pentatonic cadence la-do-la is not present, the Old Karelian syllabic style of 
laments is as clear as the melodic progression typical of the IE root g6-JVGL. Item VII-

5 is difficult to identify with any local style area. This lament was sung by the bride to 
her mother just before the weddings. The melody is a fusion of two pentatonic struc
tures as seen in Figure 17.B. Items VII-7, VII-8 and VII-9 represent an archaic style of 
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the Balto-Slavic micro-modes going back presumably to the late Neolithic time. They 
are, however, based on the Proto-Indo-European pentatonic roots. Item VII-7 is com
posed of the degrees 1-2-3 of the root fJL (Figure 17.C) and items VII-8 and -9 are 
based on the same degrees of the root /lfJL. Item VII-I0 belongs to the same group 
even though the singers also once used the auxiliary tone ¥ (Figure 17.D). 

In 1905 P. Jaryseva sang two laments (VII-ll and VII-12; see Figure 18.A) in the 
village of Velikaja Niva. Her songs are trichordic derivatives of the root /lfJL. How
ever, they differ from the former Balto-Slavic laments by their melodic style which 
can frequently be found in Karelia. In the village of Sun' ga P. 1. Mosina sang two 
laments (VII-13 and VII-14) in 1886. They move in the root [VOL in a way which is 
typical of the northern East Slavic singing (Figure 18.B). It seems to the author that 
this style is clearly more recent than the style here called Balto-Slavic. One sign of 
relative recentness of style is the fact that the song is opened by the auxiliary tone ¥ 
which also seems to have been quite a common trait in medieval popular tunes in 
West Europe. 

g_IIIGl.: 1 2 3 2 2 3 

A~~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ! ~ ~ ~"! I 
OJ, u mi-nja kak, u o-bi-di-noj kras-noj de-vu-ski, 

¥1 5¥ 2123123 

B~~MIM § ~ ! P § a~ ! p ~ ~ P ! F 
Na dve, na tri na u-roc '-nyh na ne-de[-ljuskiJ 

215¥ 2123123 

~~2'414t2 U!P § a~ ! ~ n ~ ! F 
u - to daj-ko mne ruc '-no -e ru-ko---del,[-ice). 

¥ 1¥ 121 23 5¥12345 
! ~ ! Q 

C ~~ § 5H ! B r ~! Un" I ~~ ....... " I 
I te-py- la par-naj ne-y--ga-ry-na-ja. 

Te-pla-par-na i na---sa j ba .. . 
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Slavic in character are the tetrachordic items VII-16 and VII-17, too, both having VjGL 

as their modal root. Actually these two are the only ones of this kind among the 
present laments. The former one was tape recorded in 1977 in the village of Kosmozero. 
The latter lament from the village of Lambazrecej is an echo from 1884, and also was 
tape recorded a century later. The two variants share the same modal root and are 
closely related at all levels of music. The extract in Figure 18.C exemplifies both of 
them well. The toponym Lambazrecej is a combination of Veps lambaz 'sheep' and 
Russian rucej 'ditch; brook', and it is common as a place name among the Baltic 
Finns (like Lammasoja 'Sheepbrook' in Finland). - These two laments (items VII-16 
and -17) are lacking the pentatonic degree 4 (biflat). It is not therefore possible to 
argue with any certainty that the singers had the root VjGL in their minds. They could 
also have cenceived the root jGL with tone bl as its 4th degree. (The last mentioned 
was transformed into the tonal major mode in medieval West European folk music.) 
Because the mood in these laments is far from that peculiar to the root jGL (or to 
major), it is most probable that in these two cases we are dealing with the root g-VjGL 

which is always a bit confusing to a modem listener. 
The most unexpected among the present laments is item VII-I8 (Figure 18.D). Its 

melody differs in style from all other laments in the Krasnopol 'skaja collection. Melo
dies like this can frequently be found in East-Lithuanian archaic songs especially in 
Aukstaitija. Some Aukstaitijan traditions seem to go back to the ancient Balto-Slavic 
culture which was not yet clearly segregated into Proto-Baltic and Proto-Slavic 
branches4• This melody may represent archaic style known by singers preceding the 
Proto-Slavic culture, no matter how long back in time we dare to locate it. As one of 
the archaic features is the descending melody line and the fact that the mode is based 
on the pentatonic degrees 1,2,3 and 4 (blflat-al-gl-f) of the root dl-IyGL with the 3rd 
degree (gl) as the finale. 

To conclude, we may suggest that the wedding laments of the North-Onegan pe
ninsula are a fusion of several stylistic layers coming from different populations. At 

4 On the hypothesis of the Balto-Slavic background of some Indo-European modalities, see Leisio in print. 

Figure 18 (see previous page 208). Transonegan laments transposed here with gl as the pentatonic 
basic tone. - A: Verse no. 4 of item VII-12 in Krasnopol ' skaja 1987, page 157, represents a typical 
Old-Karelian trichordic lament style based on g-llJGL. - B. Lines 2 and 3 of the lament VII-13 were 
originally sung in Sun 'ga in 1886 (Krasnopol'skaja 1987, VII-12, 158- 159). The style is East Slavic 
and the modal root is g6-IV'L. The fact that the final tone is the lowest one mayor may not be of 
Baltic Finnic influence. The pentatonic basic tone is the highest one (=5). - C. A typical verse of the 
lamentVII-17 in Krasnopol'skaja 1987, pages 163-165. The root is g6- VJGL and the melody progresses 
in a way typical ofthe archaic East Slavic style. The late pentatonic g6- VJGL is exemplified as the tail 
of example C. - D. The second verse of the lament VII-18 Krasnopol'skaja 1987, page 165. The tune 
is an astonishingly archaic Balto-Slavic representation of the root g_JVGL. 
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the present stage of knowledge we may fIrst say that these melodies are mainly based 
on modal roots [VOL and IIjGL ofIndo-European origin. The Baltic Finns got acquainted 
with these roots thousands of years before the East Slavs appeared in the Northwest 
Russian forests. The Slavs had their rules to form melodies, the Baltic Finns had 
theirs, but the two populations used the same roots as their tone supply. The Baltic 
Finns also had song traditions according to their much older anhemitonic pentatonic 
modalities especially those of Do, Sol and La. They seem to have been popular ever 
since the Mesolithic epoch. Since the Neolithic era the Finno-Ugrians had become 
aware of the Proto-Indo-European modalities. - After the contacts with the East Slavs 
strengthened since the 10th century AD, the eastern Baltic Finns adopted more and 
more Slavic elements into their songs. Because of this their anhemitonic traditions 
retreated during the centuries. On the other hand, Finnic elements can still be found in 
the archaic fusion culture of the East Slavs, the early Russians and the eastern Baltic 
Finns. In the case of these Transonegan laments, the Karelian and Veps styles can 
clearly be identifIed and defIned as different from Slavic style. We may bear in mind 
that syllabic singing was more typical of Karelian runo and even of lament styles 
while the anhemitonic elements may more probably come from the Old Veps than the 
Karelian singing. 

D. Fusion Melodies 

All "official" cultures of any modem and politically independent state in Europe are 
examples of a fusion culture which is a term for any cultural conglomerate of ele
ments coming from diverse local sources. A good example is Romanian culture. The 
early dwellers in present Romania were the post-glacial indigenous Europeans who 
slowly melted in the Indo-European invaders. This conglomerate was known as the 
Dacian (that is, northern Thracian) culture which had become Romanised since the 
early 2nd century AD, and this new conglomerate adopted a great many cultural ele
ments from many later populations, such as the Slavs, Goths, Hungarians, Turks etc. 
This also was the case in the formation of Russian culture. 

There never was any Proto-Russian culture even though Proto-Slavic culture ex
isted. By the term Old-Russian many researchers refer to some easternmost Slavic 
high cultures having late Proto-Slavic as their language. So, instead of an impossible 
cultural unity of "Proto-Russian", there were a great many local cultures composed of 
elements of the East-Slavic invaders and the local peoples, such as some Iranian 
populations to the north of the Black Sea, the Bolghars in the middle Volga and di
verse Finno-Ugrians all over North-Europe -quite many of them statting to use Slavic 
as their language. From the historical point of view, the term "Russian" (as a nomina-
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tor of culture) refers to a fusion of diverse elements from diverse sources. From the 
point of culture history, the term "Russian" cannot be used as a synonym for "Slavic". 
This relation of synonymity is as impossible as is Finnish to Karelian or Saxon in 
England to Saxon in Germany. - To say that Staraja Ladoga was an old Russian trade 
town is correct, but to say that it also was an ancient East-Slavic town is not correct. 

D.l. Fusion Melodies Dominated by an Anhemitonic Modality 

Anhernitonic elements in the present Transonegan collection are not too obvious and 
quite often they escape the ears of a listener enculturated into 20th century western 
tonality. The bride's ritual wedding song of praise, Cto ni stojki po stojkam stojat, is 
seen in Figure 19.A. It comes from the village of Kasma and represents a style far 
from anything identifiable as East-Slavic, not to mention Indo-European as a whole. 
The melody only seems to be a "minor pentachord" by mode. It is an obvious realisa
tion of the a-La-pentatonic modality of La-do-re-mi = a l-c2-cf--e2 with b l as the aux
iliary tone representing the 2nd degree of e-JVGL. The poem seems quite structured 
and may possibly have an octosyllabic background idiom (like ~-li-no-vy Ii pru
ti-ki with syllables ni and ma- constituting the first mora). In any case, the style is 
clearly syllabic (i.e. one syllable to one tone) and each text verse is composed of a 
triple repetition of the rhythmical nucleus )l,N. 

The richness of Russian culture as a fusion is concretely sensed in the Krasno
pol'skaja collection. For instance, the next song of praise, Vo go rode krovat' etc. (IV-
61, -63, and -64 on pages 119-121) are deeply East-Slavic in style going back, in the 
mind of the author, to the traditions of the Neolithic singers of the Balto-Slavic sub
culture among the Indo-Europeans. The evidence is quite thin. However, their style is 
very well known in archaic Lithuanian singing. It is more logical to presume that the 
Lithuanian and Transonegan styles are related by genetics - than by diffusion from 
Lithuania to Northwest Russia or vice versa. The affect of the two groups of melody 
in the mind of a listener is too similar to doubt that they would not be genetically 
related. On the other hand, the affect of items IV-61 etc. is compelety different from 
that created by item IV-57 (in Fig. 19.A) which is presumed here to be a reminiscence 
of culture once known by the indigenous populations in Northwestern Russia - who
ever they were by modem ethnic criteria. 

A fascinating example of a bride's farewell song is in Figure 19.B. The main mo
dality is b-La but the lower part starts in f#6- VJL, modulates then to f#6-JVGL and 
finally to the same b-La modality as is the basis of the upper part. On the other hand, 
the upper and the lower parts simultaneously make a short visit tof#6-JVGL. This kind 
of song is difficult to find beyond the Russian tradition anywhere in Europe. 
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A: m! 
LA: m! re do la do 

* ~ ~ r ~ p ! r 
l l 

JJ J1 r 
eto ni stoj--ki po stoj-karn sto-jat, 

m! do re re m! re do la mi 
¥ 

*~~p~~p!r r 
ni rna-Ii -no--vy-li pru --ti--ki, 

B: 
18: redore dolare mi redo re/IV: 1 2 3=laI8:do remire do la 

,ftST] tU ii~NF.~{ , tiiitt 
V: ¥ 1 ¥ 1 3 ¥ 1 2 3 4 /IV: 1 3 18: do re rru re do la 

Ja ne zna--la, ja ne ve-- da-la, ne ve-da-la, da. 

do la 18: re mi fe do re mi re do fe/IV: 1 2 3 = la 18: do re do re 

Ift S,'] dU t.~t~#Siutl ' t: W&ftfl 
V: ¥ 1 ¥ 1 2 3 4 3 4 /IV: 1 2 3 18: do re do fe do la 

c: 
d-SOL: 

Ot-kyl' sva- hu-ska na - e·---ha-la 

do 
sol ¥ mi la sol la sol re ¥ mi re la sol 

fU ~ ~ r'~ c ~ ~ j J t J J ~ J 
Ne na-de --fa-- las' rna!-----rnen '-ka, 

m! sol la sol re mi ¥ m! re do sol 

~jr r ~ p J r /j§fJ r J J 
ne na- de- ja-las ' ro-- di rna-fa, 

ha -e---ha-la, da. 

Figure 19A. Verses 1 and 4 of an iterative song of praise after Krasnopol'skaja 1987, IV-57 (page 118) 
seem to represent a Finno-Ugric element in Russian culture. The source of the East Slavic impact in 
this anhemitonic melody is met with in the auxiliary tone ¥ and the fact that the pentatonic basic tone e2 

(of the root e6-10'L) functions as the finale of most verses - which trait is not shared by any Finno
Ugric style which by contrary avoid tones beneath the final tone. - B. A bride's farewell song according 
to Krasnopol'skaja 1987, III-38 (pages 10 1-102). The upper part is modally an interplay of Finno
Ugric La and Indo-European VPL while the lower part also uses the root 0'L. In the knowledge of the 
present author a complex fusion style like this does not exist in any other Eurasian region but can only 
be found in Russian folk music in Russia. - C. A 19th century bridal farewell song from the village of 
Sun'ga. This is the first double verse after Krasnopol'skaja 1987, III-32 (page 94). The mode is d-Sol 
pentatonic with the additional tone ¥ = c2 which is also the auxiliary tone ¥ of the mode d6-PL. 
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As already said along with Figure 10.B, the farewell songs III-32, -33 and -34 are 
melodically close to the East Slavic item III-31. However, they are different because 
of their inherently anhemitonic structure. This can be seen in Figure 19.C. The tune 
goes in the d-based Sol mode. Especially the cadencing formula mi-re-do-sol (bl_a l_ 
gl_dl) is quite typical of archaic Balto-Finnic and Saame songs. Another interesting 
feature in this tune is the text which may be interpreted as having the deep structure of 
eight morae. This can be demonstrated by the following table and can also be seen in 
Figure 19.C. However, the underlying IE mode d l6_jGL (dl_fsharp-gl-al -bl -c2_tP) 

can be identified as an East Slavic element which may explain the prominence of the 
degree ¥ = c2 in the lower line of Fig. 19.C (syllable -di-). It also explains the presence 
offsharp which appears once when the singers divide into two and form the trichord 
f Sharp-al instead of only anhemitonic a l . (Tone fsharp is the 4th degree of the IE 
mode d_jGL.) 

The chain of eight morae: · 2 
Ne na-
ne na-
Ne na-
Vodni cjas, 
Zar- ko 
Zar- ko 

3 4 i 5 : 6 , 7 ' 8 
, de - : ja----' las' . ma- , men '- ka 
, de-jaJ.- las' ' ro-----J di-- ! ma--ja 
de-ja+-las' [ vo ! ra~ e iit ' 
v 0 - ; dnu [mi- i nu- tos-, -ku 
iar - I ko [ vo ' vY- , s~ kom 
iar - ! ko i vo sko-jaf- ro- ! ry 

The youth song in Figure 20.A was transcribed in 1916 after the village tradition of 
Sennaja Guba. The melody was also known in the former governments of Tver, Vjatka, 
Perm and Samara by the Volga river system. The mode might be interpreted as a 
pentachordic materialisation of the root c6_/ GL with the 3rd degree (f) as the finale: 
C1-[eIJ-f-gl-al-b l flat-c2• However, this mode is also quite common in Lapland, 
Karelia, Estonia and Latvia but also found in North Russian Komi. It is quite propable 
that this kind of a melody with a prominent "lower fourth" as the finale represents an 
archaic non-Indo-European Sol pentatonic mode type (in f). In this case b1flat is the 
additional ¥. 

A: 

~~~ J J> J1 Lr 
V'jun-Cik ty rnoj- . ty v'ju-no - Cik--. 

B: 

~ i J. I I J lJ I J. ) I J. II J l] I J. ) :11 
Suo-rna njar-ga fii te kuod-di-fan te fii teo 
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c: 
"i!" .. ! I If)) I J,))) Illl J> I J,))) :11 

Mis sa si-ti -kas si-ri-sed, po-ri-kiir-bes, mis po-ri-sed? 
Figure 20.A. The first verse of a youth song from Sennaja Guba village after Krasnopol'skaja 1987, 
V-66 (page 124; transcribed in 1916). The melody is governed by thef-based Sol mode. -8. A West 
Saame yoik from Utsjoki, Finland, after Launis 1908, nr. 640. - C. A lyrical song from North
Estonian Koeru in 1909 after Tampere 1965, nr. 28. 

The melody Ty, hozjain, veli da in Figure 21) is interesting when trying to understand 
the specific character of Russian folk song. Apparently this youth song melody repre
sents a tune in Bb major with the chord progression IV-V-I, as can be seen at the 
beginning of the tune: 

IV V I 

fW~lD.p) ~) I 

Ty, ho-zja - in, ve-/i, da, 

Imagine a group of lads singing alternatively with a group of maidens who were 
spinning and doing other regular autumn works. Songs so sung were kinds of courting 
songs with texts loaded with erotic symbolism. Boys and girls were singing accompa
nied with a simple accordion capable of producing these three tonal chords. In spite of 
the presence of the three tonal chords, the melody is not truly tonal. One reason is the 
unconventional chordal progression and the prominence of f as the finale of each 
line. The tune in Fig. 21 sounds undeniably Russian - but on what grounds? 

d_IVGL: 1 3 2 2 4 4 SOLdo 

~& plD.P)~)I~ 
Ty, ho-zja--in, ve-/i, da, gos-po-din, bla-go- slo -vi-, 

d_IVGL : 1 1 c6-VI:5 ¥ 1 2 3 5 d-IV : 1 4 1 c6-VI:5 ¥ 1 2 1 3 d-IV : 1 4 

f& ~ ~ ~~ ern Ji ~ ~~ [J I ~ ~ iiW cr n ill ) E~ [J I 
slo- vo ry --mol-vi--ti. Vy-se kras-n(F-go ok--na-? 

Figure 21. Two lines from a youth song sung in the village of Sennaja Guba and transcribed in 1916 
(after Krasnopol'skaja 1987, V-71, page 129). The upper line materialises both the root d-/VJL and 
the Sol pentatonic mode in! The degrees of both varieties occur one after the other. The Sol penta
tonic foundation is also active on the lower line but here only the modulations in the roots /VJL and 
VjGL are demonstrated. 
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Krasnopol'skaja transcribed the first strophe of four verses (AA I BBI) and the second 
strophe of three verses (AA I C in which C = bl+a I) for her collection. The four verses 
seen in Figure 21 are AA I and B Ie. The structure of this song seems quite simple and 
logical. The double verse AA I materialises the most typical root JVGL in d. The me
lodic progression is typical and fully pentatonic. However, the melody is also struc
tured by Sol pentatonic grammar infwhich is illustrated on the latter part of the upper 
line in Figure 21. The Sol pentatonic logic also governs lines Band C in which the 
most prominent tones are sol, la, do and re (f-gl-b flatl-c2). This element, as power
ful as it is, is mixed with the Proto-Slavic modalities. Verse A I (= the beginning of the 
lower line in Figure 21) starts in d-JVGL, but modulates to c-V.zGL which governs the 
melody during the syllables vy-mol-vi-ti. The descending motive c2-bl flat-f is typi
cal of Russian cadences and corresponds to the degrees re-do-sol in f-Sol mode. The 
modulations bring the melody first back to d-N (syllables -ti. Vy-se), then to c-V.zGL 

and finally back to the cadencing mode d-IV. 
This melody, even if seemingly tonal, is a cleverly constructed combination of two 

hemitonic (Indo-European) root modes and the anhemitonic Sol mode. As it appears 
now, this individual tune is not ancient - even if its function as a part of the reciprocal 
relationships of the young people, and the active use of modulation, are ancient ele
ments going back to the Proto-Slavic singing. On the other hand, the anhemitonic 
structure of Finno-Ugric origin (materialised by the tonesf, g, b flat and c) makes the 
style genuinely Russian. 

D.2. Fusion Melodies dominated by the PIE Root IGL 

The game song of the youth in Figure 22.A could be put under various subgroups in 
this article because the song modulates, and transposes as well as has a clear fusion 
character. The first hemistich (So vjunom ja hoi u) is a bflat-Sol pentatonic progres
sion. The latter part of the verse uses the same degrees but the cadence and the con
tinuation of the melody forces us to conclude that the dominating mode is the fully 
pentatonic b-.zGL. The presence of the Sol mode is, however, inescapable. In the sec
ond verse the singers transpose the pentatonic basic tone a fourth lower to f6-JGL. The 
tune ends on bflat which makes it easy forsingers to return to the original mode bflat
JGL when starting the next stanza. There is one more trick in the second stanza. Tone a l 

is impossible in mode bflat-JGL. The auxiliary tone ¥ should be a l flat. Here the sing
ers had temporarily modulated to full pentatonic c-VJGL which was widely favoured 
by the people (see Fig. 22.B). However, after this modulated hemiverse poloiu ja 
vjun the singers returned to the original procedure, that is, transposed back tof6-JGL. 
This song was widely known in North-west Russia. It is fascinatingly constructed and 
one can sense a kind of a medieval echo in it. 
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bb-Soi: re sol rn1 re do sol 
bb-IGL: 2 5 2 3 5 

A~h ;p p £ jj; 
So v'ju-nom ja ho -iu, 

J6-IGL: 1 ¥ 2 1 3 2 3 

~P~I )))) jJ ) J 

re sol mi 
2 5 1 

re do re 
2 3 2 

I~} P l l)} I 

s zo-Io-tym ja ho-iu, 

4 3 

JjJ 
ja ne zna-ju ku -dy v Ju-ny po-Io-iil, 

bb-Soi: re sol mi re do sol 
bb-IGL: 2 5 1 2 3 5 c-VIGL: 3 ¥ 2 1 2 3 =5 of f-IGL 

B~ti ;p P tg)j; ILl! P t)i;p I 
Po-Io-iu ja v'jun po-Io-iu ja v'jun, 

Figure 22.A. Verses A and B of the ABB-song V-65 in Krasnopol'skaja 1987, pages 123-124. The 
first verse is based on b-Sol influenced by the root b flat-jGL. The second verse is in the same root but 
transposed a fourth lower to f - B. The first verse of the 2nd stanza of the same song starts like the 
one in the 1st stanza but in the latter part of the verse a modulation to c16- VjGL takes place after 
which the melody goes on as in Fig. 22.A (ja ne znaju . .. ). 

D.3. Fusion Melodies dominated by the PIE Root IVGL 

In Figure 23 there is a wedding song with a fascinating structure. There is a strong 
feeling of a b-La pentatonic flavour in the progression of the upper part when moving 
on the tones b-d'-e'-f#'. From another point of view the upper part is based on tones 
belonging to the full pentatonic structure of b-JVGL. The cadential descending move
ment of mi-re-la or 2-3-5 of b-JVGL is one of the main symbols of Russian national 
song style. It is the hypothesis of the present author that the La pentatonic feature is 
not accidental but a materialisation of a stylistic pattern under the Russian folksong 
style. The lower part is also based on the root JVGL but now one fourth lower: j#6-
JVGL. This is not a tune in b-minor but it is a late pentatonic melody having two tonal 
centers, (1) b as the basic tone of b-La and b-JVGL and (2) j# as the basic tone ofj#6-
JVGL. This kind of structure is quite uncommon in other parts of Europe except Rus
sia, and here we have elements which may give us clues to understand the reasons for 
the existence of a specific Russian style. 

The drawn-out song in Figure 24 is interesting. It strictly materialises the root c16-
JVGL. However, one section of the melody may be interpreted as a modulated part to 
the La pentatonic modality differing completely from the rest of the melody. We may 
compare the corresponding parts of the beginning of line two belonging to stanzas 2 
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and 3. In one way we might identify them as the same. However, the singers may have 
had two different modal patterns in mind, due to which the two options conjure up 
different affect in the mind of a listener. As can be seen in Figure 24, this verse is as if 
sung according to the La pentatonic mode in the 2nd stanza while it is materialised 
according to the root c16_JVGL in the 3rd stanza. 

Po gor-ni- ce ho - dit -a vsja gor-ni- ca st~net. a. 

b-La mi re la mi re mi - nu re do mi re LA 

:!:~ @e ~ .u,! I ~ ~t~ i ~ 
po -- za-cvet a-Iy-i. vi-no-gy-rad ze-Ie-nyj. 

Figure 23. The third stanza ofthe wedding song IV-64 in Krasnopol'skaja 1987, pages 120-121. The 
dominating mode isj#6-JVGL but it is also possible to sense b-La pentatonic tetrachord b-d'-e'-f#' 
and b-JVGL in the upper part. The degree symbols above the staff refer to the upper voice; those under 
the staff refer to the lower part. 

A: 
la 

J J 
Sta-Iy ta vy-spra ----- si --vat ... . 

c6-IpGL: ¥.5 ¥ .5 2.5 ¥ 1 2 3 

fr;J fh f d'crr j J 
Ka -by-to ja'------to. oj. 

Figure 24. Two materialisations of the verse 2 in the stanzas 2 and 3 of the song in item 1-10 (after 
Krasnopol 'skaja 1987, pages 40-41). The upper line goes inf-La mode with g ' as the auxiliary tone 
¥. The lower line goes in C6-JVGL with bflat' as its auxiliary ¥. 

D.4. Fusion Melodies Dominated by the PIE Root VIGL 

The song of praise IV-47 is a tune characterised by the root c16- VjGL (Figure 2S.A). 
On the other hand, the melody progresses like those inf-Sol pentatonic modality (f-
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gl_bb1_C2 ). This is the case at the end of both verses. However, the main mode is 
clearly VjGL and in such a way that the final tone is the basic tone c2 of this mode. The 
same holds for the item IV-48 even though the Sol-mode is not as obvious. The finale 
is the 3rd degree of VjGL and the sol of Sol mode. The upper voice of the song IV-49 
(Figure 2S .B) moves in tetrachordic -d1-eb1-f-gl while the lower part also visits tones 
c1 and bb making up a pentachord bb-f. The structure of melody suggests clearly the 
rootfi5-VjGL having the basic tonef as the finale. It is, however, difficult to escape the 
sense of bb-Do-pentatonic flavour in the tune which might explain the tone gl = la 
used once by the upper voice. 

A: 
j-SOL: do ¥ re do ¥ la sol sol 
c6- VI GL: ¥ 1 5 ¥ 1 2 3 3 

*kS;J F a F 8 j ;Ii 
Piv-na ja-go--da po 

j-SOL: do ¥ re do re do ¥ re 
c6_VIGL: ¥ I 5 ¥ 5 ¥ I 5 

*~513 r a ,--- ~ p jp 

sol do 
3 ¥ 

1# 
la sol sol do 
2 3 3 ¥ 

sa--ha-ru ply-la, 

dola la sol re 
¥ 2 2 3 5 

I@ ) ;p 
~ 

F 
po me- du, me---du kru-piv-- ca - to-mu-

B: 
f6-VI GL : 5 5 r:t. 5 5 
btlat-DO: m! sol la sol ¥ mi m! 

5 ¥ 
sol mi ¥ m! sol 

*g~J~ ~ g~f"iftffrf 
Pro-tiv zer--ka-la hrus-tal '-no-go stek-la, da, 

f6-VI GL : 5 5 ¥ 1 ¥ 5 5 5 5 ¥ 5 
btlat-DO: m! sol mi sol ¥ mi re do do do sol ¥ mi sol 

*t"l3r tFY'ttt¥J B r f 
Tam ved' Va--njus-ka ce-sal' kud--ri, da, 

Figure 25. These wedding songs of praise are fusions of IE root VjGL and anhemitonic structures.- A. 
An interesting combination of c6- VjGL andf-La pentatonic structures after Krasnopol'skaja 1987, 
IV-47, page 112. The pentatonic basic tone of c6- VjGL is always the finale tone of a stanza. (The 
rhythmic interpretation of the present author may not be quite correct on the syllables sa- and -piv.) 
- B. This tune is a combination of elements fromJ6- VlGL (mainly upper voice) and bflat-DO (mainly 
lower voice). Each verse of this iterative songs of praise ends on the pentatonic basic tone of J6-VJ GL. 

(After Krasnopol'skaja 1987, IV-49, page 114.) 
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E. On the History of the Transonegan Region 

The toponyms of the Onega district show that it was formerly populated by the Baltic 
Finnic, Lappish and even some of the westernmost Volga Finnic populations. There 
are Saame toponyms all over Karelia as well as in the St. Peterburg, Vologda, Archan
gel and Komi regions. During the 14th century the Onega region was populated both 
by Christian and pagan Baltic Finns and Lapps, and still in the 16th century the pagan 
Lapps were living in 7 "pogosts" in Central and North Karelia. (Kert et Mamontova 
1976, 10-13 et passim; concerning the Veps, see Mullonen 1994.). The Viking Age 
Scandinavians knew Onega as *Aiini (=LatinAni) and the mountain where the Great 
warrior and magician Visinn had his fortification was known as Anafial 'Anafjord' (= 

Fi. 'Aanisvuori'). A great Danish warrior Starkcior was said to have sailed from the 
Gulf of Finland to Ruscia 'The Land of the Ruses' where Ani was situated. He killed 
Visinn, sailed to Bizantium and from there to Polonia, as told by Saxo Grammaticus 
in his Gesta Danorum from 1180s (Saxo Grammaticus, Book 6, Frode IV (pages 
228-229); about the interpretations, see Haavio 1965, 111-113.). 

The sources for Saxo' s history were the typical oral history of his time but this does 
not mean that the sources were unreliable fantasy. In this very case it seems as if the 
Anafial episode is a record of processes possibly occurred during the 8th century AD. 
The point is that the Danes had a clear knowledge of the presence of a prosperous 
region >rAiini in northern Onega, and that they interacted with local peoples who de
fended themselves with a system of hill fortifications (also known up to West Fin
land) and having shamans as their leaders. The eponym Visinn suggests clearly the 
easternmost Baltic Finnic population of the Vepses who - as we see - were culturally 
the middlemen between the Finno-Ugrians in Middle Volga and the Baltic Finns. 
Therefore, we might say that these Vis inn-Vepses were an ancient group of people 
who were hunters and merchants mediating goods between the Urals and Scandina
via. They were known as Wizzi by Adam of Bremen in the 1070s and as Yes (from 
original Vepsi) in Old Russian sources. Many Baltic and Finno-Ugric populations on 
their eastern side had disappeared after switching language. The present "Russian" 
populations between Lake Onega and Moscow are local conglomerates of Baltic 
populations, Finno-Ugrian tribes (Karelians, Vepses, Merjas, Mesceras and Muromas) 
and Slavic (Slovenic, KriviCic and Vjaticic) immigrants (see Figure 26).(Haavio 1965; 
Gimbutas 1971, especially 93-97.) 

The East Slavic invasion into the Baltic and Finno-Ugric areas started during the 
late first millenium AD. The immigrants first settled down in regions not having per
manent aboriginal inhabitants. During the 9th century the western Finno-Ugrians as 
well as the Slovenes paid taxes to Scandinavians and still then the regions of Belozersk, 
Rostov, Kostroma and laroslavl' were totally populated by Finno-Ugrians. The geo-
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political situation changed radically after the Slavic Krivicis and Slovenes and the 
Finno-Ugrian aboriginals (the Karelians, Vepses, Votes [= Chuds]) founded the inde
pendent state of Novgorod instead of the older town of Staraja Ladoga which was 
situated on the south of Lake Ladoga. All the populations who were internationally 
active in trade were called Rus by the outsiders. In present-day Europe it is only the 
Baltic Finns who use this word in its original meaning, that is, when referring to 
Sweden (Ruotsi < Old Swedish RojJars-lag 'The Rowers' League'). During the 10th 
century the Slavs took over all these nations politically, and after Vladimir of Kiev (d. 
1015) had peoples under his rule baptised from 988, the name Rus slowly became 
attached only to the Russian-speaking peoples in Russia. Still in those days the Onega 
area was populated by the Lapps and Baltic Finns, specifically by the Old Vepses, 
while the Old Karelians controlled regions north and west of them. 

A: B: 

Figure 26. A. Areas effected by Slavic expansion before 600 AD according to Niskanen 2000a, 55, 
Fig. 9. - B. A map of eye colour distribution according to Niskanen 2000b, 367, Fig.3. Vertical 
hatching refers to the area where most individuals have light eyes. 

The Old Vepses were in close contacts with the Turkic Bolghars, Arabs and other 
merchants visiting the city of Bolghar presumably founded in the 7th century in the 
middle of the Finno-Ugric regions by the Bend of Volga. The Vepses were called Wisu 
in Arabic sources and it is quite obvious that they communicated since the late first 
millennium AD with the Bolghars via birch bark letters using an alphabet possibly 
based on Old Iranian writing (Stipa 1961, 359-360. Haavio 1965, 81-91). On the 
other hand, the Old Scandinavians were well acquainted with the Bjarms, the north
ern merchants around the large bay of the White Sea known as 'Dvina Sea' by Finns 
and Beloe more 'White Sea' by Russians. These northern Bjarms were prosperous 
dealers of fur who traded with Old Norwegians, too, who visited them by sailing 
along the Arctic Sea coastline. They seem to have been Karelians and Vepses but also 
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some other Finno-Ugrians like the Komis (Zyrians). The Norwegians repeatedly men
tioned Gandvik « Karelian Kantalaksi) by the White Sea and the river Ovina to the 
east of it as the central places of their interactions with the Bjarms. During the early 
second millennium AD the Norwegians terrorised the Bjarms. The last war was con
ducted by Andres Skjaldarbrand and fvarr Otvik ca 1222, as reported in the Islandic 
saga Battatal (Haavio 1965,230-240). It was also Novgorod that had tried to capture 
the forests of the north-eastern Vepses since 1032, while the Vepses had tried to de
fend themselves by constructing a large system of hill fortifications since the early 
11th century along with the rivers Ovina, Onega, Vaga, Suhona and Pinega. They 
were unable to protect themselves, however, and in the 1260s Novgorod troops took 
over the important mouth of the River Ovina, a former cult and market place of the 
Bjarms. Later on Middle Bjarrnia has been know as the Archangel Region in Russia. 
When did the Transonegan people finally ceased speaking Finnic, is not known to the 
author. However, it may not have occurred until a few centuries ago. 

The memory of these early peoples is still reflected, for instance, in the name of the 
River Volga. This name seems to be related to Veps volget 'light; white' a word that 
echoed in the name of Volgetjiirv (Vougedjiirv (Mullonen 1994, 133» 'White Lake' = 
Ru. Beloje ozero, one of the central areas of the former Vepses. (The same word is 
known as the Mari verb wolgalteS ' to get light; to dawn' and Finnish valko and valkea 

'light; white' .) This Baltic Finnic system of naming wide and therefore luminous or 
'light' lakes and rivers by this word seems to have been adopted by the Novgorod 
Slavs from their Veps-Karelian-Vote neighbours and the river name Volga diffused 
soon to the whole Russian-speaking area. On the other hand, Martti Haavio's hypoth
esis on the name Bjarmia is here taken seriously. It is genetically related to Old 
Scandinavian biarm ' radiance of light, not the light self' and bjarma 'to illuminate; 
grow light' both going back to Proto-Indo-European *bherek 'bright' (Haavio 1965, 
46-48). The name Bjarmia is then basically analogic to modem English blond going 
back to Proto-Germanic *blund 'faintly shining' from Proto-Indo-European bhlndh-o 

(SEO: s.v. blond 1.). The point in Haavio's hypothesis is that the Bjarms were 'light
coloured people' . This is, again, analogic to Celtic finn 'light coloured' and makes 
sense of the Old Russian stories of the Chuds with light-coloured eyes. Adam of 
Bremen also defined the Bjarms in Latin by writing: "Albani, qui lingua eorum Wizzi 

dicuntur". He had substituted the Nordic bjarm ' light-coloured' with Latin albus 'white; 
pale' . In English he wrote 'The white-coloured people who are called Wizzi [VepsiJ in 
their language' . 

This histOlical introduction aims at illustrating two views. During the first and 
early second millennium AD the lake Onega region was populated by Saame and 
Baltic Finnic hunters and merchants. The formation of the present-day ethnic groups 
was in process which is why it is not easy to connect the past populations with the 
present ones with any certainty. It is , however, not even necessary. The main factors 
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are that these people interacted with Scandinavians, the Volga Finns and the Turkic 
Bolghars, and that there was a continuous belt of Finno-U gric peoples living from the 
Baltic Sea to the Urals. It was since the beginning of the second millennium when the 
East Slavic culture started to develop into Russian culture. This process took place 
while Finno-Ugrians stopped speaking their language after switching to East Slavic. 
As a result of this fusion Proto-Slavic culture received completely new cultural ele
ments from the autochthonous peoples and Russian culture slowly emerged. How
ever, around the Onega the Baltic Finns seem to have become Russians only since the 
17th century - which, however, remains an assumption. 

F. Tentative Conclusions 

The Transonegan region today may seem an outlying periphery. In earlier days it was 
an important district of Karelian merchants moving from west to east and north to 
south. E.g. still in the late 19th century the Onegan Russians had vivid connections 
with the Ladoga Karelians in the west. Without further research it is quite difficult to 
hazard any definite comments in general but from the point of music analysis there 
are some conclusions that can be made. 

The Russian music tradition on the northern shores of Onega is composed of East 
Slavic and Baltic Finnic elements. The East Slavic inheritance is prominent for in
stance in wedding songs and long-drawn-out tunes. We can meet all the six Proto
Indo-European modal roots there. The pentatonic tradition is not strong as such but, 
typically of the Slavs, it can be detected in their late pentatonic derivatives which are 
either hexachords or their tetrachordic and pentachordic reductions. Quite a lot of 
melodies represent styles which seem to have been already in use during the late 
Neolithic and Bronze Age. These melodies go back to sources which were ancient 
already during the Proto Slavic time. They can be identified as Balto-Slavic and they 
evoke emotions in a listener parallel to those aroused by many Lithuanian and Latvian 
melodies. To put it shortly: the East Slavic tradition bears memories from Proto-Indo
European, Proto-Balto-Slavic and Proto-Slavic times. The main principle seems to 
be, roughly, that the narrower the ambitus of a tune, the younger is the tradition. 
However, the most ancient PIE pentatonic sets of rules govern all archaic singing of 
Slavic background even if a melody seems diatonic due to the arrangement of its four, 
five or six tones. 

A surprising group of melodies are those which share stylistic elements with some 
styles typical of Central European German songs. The parallel features are rudimen
tary but identifiable. For instance, items IV-43, -44 and -45 are parallel with German 
medieval ballads with a refrain. However, the closing formulas are profoundly Rus-
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sian. There also are melodies with stylistic features that can be traced back to medi
eval West Europe. These similarities are so strong and obvious that it is impossible to 
ignore them. Therefore we are bound to presume that Transonegan singers had songs 
in their repertoire which were originally adopted from medieval musicians coming 
from Central and West Europe. These kinds of professional musicians were active in 
Russian cities and trade centres like Novgorod and Pskov, and it was during these 
periods the Russians also adopted, for instance, the word spil'man 'clown, actor, dancer, 
singer' from German spilman, spelman (Fasmer, s.v. spil'man) probably before the 
13th century. However, some other clues may suggest that certain similarities may 
spring from earlier sources than these because of the common modal structures cov
ering all Indo-European singing. 

Quite different seem those melodies having anhemitonic deep structure. It is the 
author's hypothesis that one part of folk song traditions in Russia is typically Indo
European but what makes Russian music unique in Europe is that part of its tradition 
which is a simultaneous fusion of hemitonic and anhemitonic traits. These kinds of 
conglomerate cannot be found in southern or western Slavic traditions. They are typi
cally eastern. This can be explained by no other way than by assuming that the 
anhemitonic features are an inheritance from Finno-Ugrian singers who once lived in 
central and northern Russia, switched their languages but left a lot alive in their new 
culture. Some of their inputs to this new Russian culture were the anhemitonic ele
ments governing the melody formation inside the otherwise hemitonic tradition of the 
East Slavs whose number was not always bigger in many areas in Russia than that of 
the locals. This is naturally nothing but a hypothesis, so far, but the fusion character is 
strikingly obvious. The author gives the reader one more example to make the point. 
A cadential formula which characterises the Russian folk song anywhere is: 

The movement is so simple that it feels quite trivial to mention it. The formula is, 
however, as if an identification signal of Russian song, and there must be a reason for 
that. It seems that there are many different ways to achieve this progression of three 
tones. In the domain of the IE modes g_PL, g_IIPL, g_JVGL and g-VPL this descending 
progression corresponds to the movement 2-3-5. In the domain of the IE modes d_pL, 
d-IIPL, d-IVJL and d-VPL the movement is 52-¥-3. These can be found anywhere in 
Russia but this is not to explain the reason for its popUlarity. The main explanation 
seems to be the anhemitonic deep structure beneath the songs in early Russian music. 
The cadenza is basically a reminiscence of movement met with in Finno-Ugric tradi
tions: 
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g-SOL: RE DO SOL g-LA: MIRE LA 

fu a *u J 
These two anhemitonic modes were favoured by the Finno-Ugric singers. The Sol 

mode is emotionally related to the IE roots pL and sometimes VPL. The La mode is 
emotionally related mainly to the IE root JVGL but sometimes to IIPL, as well .'There 
are no reasons to doubt a possibility that it was especially the Finno-Ugrian mothers5 

who spoke the language of God and the Czars in their everyday life but sung songs to 
their children still having constructional elements from their anhemitonic background 
tradition. And because the roots pL, IIPL and JVGL were in favour among the East 
Slavs these hemitonic and anhemitonic elements blended in most naturally. These 
processes could not occur effectively in any other area in Europe. The Russian style 
could therefore emerge only among the East Slavs. 

The presence of anhemitonic elements in Transonegan traditions was not easy for 
the author to identify. As a good example is the lament VII -6 in Figure 27, transcribed 
in the 1880s in the village of Kuzoranda. The melody formation is non-Slavic in spite 
of its scalar structure which might come either from the root e6-IIpL or e6-JVGL. At 
the same time the melody feels characteristic of West Karelian laments. There are no 
problems at all in understanding the logic of this melody if we accept that the singer 
had the La pentatonic set of rules in mind. The melody progresses according to that 
and b is nothing but an auxiliary tone ¥. The melody could easily be sung without that 
tone: The architecture of the melody would still remain. This interpretation explains 
its inherently Baltic Finnic character. It also may give a hint to understanding the 
name Kuzoranda. In earlier days this coastal village was inhabited by Karelians who 
called it *Kuuziranda 'Fir Beach' or 'Spruce Strand'. It is as irrelevant to ask whether 
the auxiliary ¥ is of Russian, Slavic or Pre-Slavic influence, as it is to ask whether ¥ is 
the 2nd degree of IIPL or of JVGL? It is ultimately non-Finno-Ugrian and a loan from 
the Indo-European side. 

ml re do re ml re do ¥ do la la 

To ne pti-syn '-ka so gnez-dys-ka sle --ta- et, 

Figure 27. A lament in a-La pentatonic modality having one auxiliary tone ¥ (Krasnopol'skaja 1987, 
VII-6, page 151). 

5 On the central role of mothers in the formation of fusion cultures, see Leisio, Larisa 200 1, 94. 
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These processes of fusion took place during the past millennium or more in all parts 
of Russia. When the Russians invaded the Tansonegan district they naturally brought 
with them their (a) East Slavic and (b) Russian traditions. The processes of fusion 
continued there but now specifically through interaction with the Old-Veps, Old
Karelian and South-Saame populations. It is not easy to say from which source came 
the quite obviously anhernitonic melodies like that in Figure 19.A. From the Veps or 
the Saame or Karelian? More detailed studies are needed. However, one fact is clear. 
The Karelian runo songs in Kalevala metre were based on the octosyllabic pattern and 
were sung syllabically. In Karelian laments the text was treated as in Russian long
drawn-out songs, that is, both in a syllabic and a melismatic way. Among many Finno
U grians, instead of the strictly octosyllabic pattern there was a pattern of eight morae 
having four stressed and four unstressed positions. One mora was filled with one or 
more syllables. Practically this means that if we meet Transonegan songs character
ised by syllabic style, we are not dealing with Veps or Saame traditions because the 
Kalevala metre did not belong to them. 

Still in the 17th and 18th centuries Karelia (or the northern parts of Bjarrnia accord
ing to the Old-Scandinavian terminology) stretched from present Dvina Karelia (east 
of Finland) to beyond the river Dvina in the modem region of Archangel, the contact 
area with Komi popUlations. As memories of former Baltic Finnic dwellers along the 
river Dvina we may find older place names also found in West Finland and West 
Karelia. Hence, we may presume that the runo style was a part of the culture of these 
northern people also living in the Transonegan areas in the south. Therefore the Karelian 
idioms in Transonegan singing may go back to the late Middle Ages as well as to the 
17th century when Swedish imperialism forced most of the Greek Orthodox Karelians 
to move eastwards from the Finnish border areas. 

The fusions of Slavic, Russian and Finnic elements are complex by nature. They 
are a fact, though. Many questions remain open and much research needs to be done. 
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